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The security of data outsourcing mechanisms has become a crucial aspect
of today's IT infrastructures. Security goals range from ensuring storage integrity, condentiality, and access pattern hiding, to proofs of storage, proofs of ownership, and
secure deduplication techniques. Despite sharing a common setting, previous security
analyses of these tasks are often performed in dierent models and in a stand-alone
fashion, which makes it hard to assess the overall security of a protocol or application
involving several security schemes. In this work, we ll this gap and provide a composable model to capture the above security goals. We instantiate the basic client-server
setting in this model, where the goal of the honest client is to retain security in the
presence of a malicious server. Three specic contributions of the paper, which may be
of independent interest, are:
1. We present a novel and composable denition for secure and robust outsourcing
schemes. Our denition is stronger than previous denitions for oblivious RAM or
software protection, and assures strong security guarantees against active attacks.
It not only assures that an attacker cannot learn the access pattern, but moreover assures resilience to errors and the prevention of targeted attacks to specic
locations. We provide a protocol based on the well-known Path ORAM scheme
achieving this strong security goal. We justify the need for such a strong notion
in practice and show that several existing schemes cannot achieve this level of
security.
Abstract.

2. We present a novel and composable denition for proofs of retrievability capturing
the guarantee that a successful audit implies that the current server state allows
the client to retrieve his data. As part of our study, we develop an audit mechanism,
based on secure and robust outsourcing schemes, that is similar to the construction
by Cash et al. (Eurocrpyt 2013), but is universally composable and fault-tolerant.
3. We assess the security of the standard challenge-response audit mechanism, in
which the server has to compute a hash H(F ||c) on the le F concatenated with a
uniformly random challenge c chosen by the client. Being concerned with composable security, we prove that this audit mechanism is not secure, even in the random
oracle model, without assuming additional restrictions on the server behavior. The
security of this basic audit scheme was implicitly assumed in Ristenpart et al. (Eurocrypt 2011). To complete the picture, we state the additional assumptions for
this audit mechanism to be provably secure and investigate the (in)applicability of
hash-function constructions in this setting.
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Introduction

An integral and pervasive part of today's IT infrastructures are large amounts of outsourced
data ranging from personal data to important enterprise backups on third-party storage
providers. Depending on the various applications and sensitivity of the data, a user paying for
remote storage might not fully trust in the provider's content management or security. Clientside countermeasures have to be taken into account, a prominent example of which are the
protection of condentiality and integrity of the uploaded les, or hiding the access pattern
to les. A client further would like to audit the server storage to ensure that the provider
maintains all his data consistently and is not saving space by deleting a fraction of the content.
That is generally known as proofs of retrievability (PoR) or provable data possession (PDP)
[36,4]. Complementary to protocols for clients to retain security against a possibly malicious
server, another line of research deals with mechanisms for secure deduplication and proofs of
ownership [37,34]. These protocols allow an honest server to reduce its storage requirements
while protecting against malicious clients that try to fool the server by accessing les they do
not possess.
In this work, our focus is on malicious server behavior. Reasons for such dishonest behavior include ordinary failures that lead to data loss or data leakage, an active break-in into
the provider's infrastructure or intentional malicious server strategies. A client can employ
protection mechanisms to ensure integrity, condentiality, hide its access pattern to the data,
or run regular audits to ensure that the server maintains the data reliably such that the client
is able to retrieve it. Although service providers advertise availability as an important selling
point, such audits are a key tool to increase the condence or trust in the service since it is
often not realistic to rely on the provider to inform reliably about an incident, either due to
ignorance or due to the fear of bad reputation.
Despite sharing a common setting, previous security analyses of these tasks are often
performed in dierent models and in a stand-alone fashion, which makes it hard to assess
the overall security of a protocol (e.g. a cloud application) that involves several security
schemes. In this work, we ll this gap and provide a unied composable model for capturing
the security of outsourced storage. As part of this study, we justify the need for stronger
security requirements from protocols than what is typically assumed in the literature. Our
approach lets us develop an outsourcing scheme in modular steps that provably achieves
stronger security than existing protocols.
We formulate our model in the language of the constructive cryptography framework
(CC) [43,44]. Our results are not specic to the CC framework itself and choosing another
denitional framework like Canetti's Universal Composition (UC) framework [17] would yield
closely related ndings [35]. A central aspect of CC is that the resources available to the
parties, such as communication channels or an untrusted server storage, are made explicit.
The goal of a cryptographic protocol is then to securely construct, from certain existing or
assumed resources (often called real world), another, more desirable resource (often called
ideal world). A construction is secure if the real world is as useful to an adversary as the ideal
world, the latter world being secure by denition. Formally, one has to construct a simulator
in the ideal world to make the two worlds computationally indistinguishable.
The resources we consider in this work are variations of so-called

server-memory resources.

A typical example of a construction would be to construct a server-memory resource providing
integrity from one that does not have this property. A constructed resource can then again be
used by higher-level protocols or applications. This allows for modular protocol design and
to conduct modular security analyses by dividing a complex task into several less complex

construction steps, where each step precisely species what is assumed and what is achieved,
and the security follows from a general composition theorem.

1.1 Summary of Results and Contributions of this Work
A model for untrusted storage. The basic functionality we consider
server-memory resource which we denote by SMR and formally specify

is an (insecure)
in Sect. 3. One
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Fig. 1.

The basic server-memory resource.

or several clients can write to and read from this resource via interfaces. Clients write to
the memory in units of blocks, and the resource is parameterized by an alphabet
the size

n

Σ

and

of blocks. The server can access the entire history of read/write requests made

by the clients. To capture the active server inuence on the storage, including malicious
intrusion, the resource can be adaptively set into a special

server write mode

that lets the

server overwrite existing data. Within the scope of this paper, we understand this write
phase as being malicious and the server is not supposed to change any data. However, we
point out that this server write mode can be used to capture intentional, honest server-side
manipulations of the data storage, as in de-duplication schemes or proofs of ownership. We
consider this line of research in a future work.
The decision in which mode the resource resides, is given directly to the environment
(or distinguisher) and not to the adversary. The reason for this is important for technical
and motivational reasons. Assume that the capability is provided at the malicious server
interface both in the real world and in the ideal world, then the simulator in the ideal
world can always make use of the capability of overwriting the memory content and nothing
would prevent the simulator from doing so all the time and hence trivial protocols could be
simulated. However, in this work, we want to express security guarantees in both cases, when
the resource is under attack and when it is not. To achieve this, the attack mode is under
the control of the environment and not the adversary. Furthermore, in certain cases we only
want to give explicit security guarantees that hold only until the next attack happens (for
example in the case of audits as explained later). From a motivational point of view, assigning
the capability to the environment and not to attacker yields more general statements, as it
also allows us to capture scenarios where the server does indeed not have the active choice to
do so, but where any external event can provoke the server memory to be corrupted.
We present more secure variants of the basic server memory. In particular, in Sect. 4, we
introduce the following resources:





The

authentic

server-memory, providing authenticity of the memory content (meaning

that clients detect adversarial modications).
The

condential

and authentic server memory, providing secrecy (in addition to authen-

ticity) of the memory content.
The

secure

server memory. It provides full secrecy on the entire structure of the memory.

An attacker cannot learn anything beyond the number of accesses and cannot tamper
with specic logical memory cells.
We show how to construct each of these resources in Sect. 5. We then present in Sect. 6
the

auditable

versions of the above resources. An auditable server memory additionally gives

the client the capability to check whether the memory has been modied or deleted, without
the need to read the entire memory. We again give protocols that achieve auditable server
memories in Sect. 7.

A novel notion for secure and robust outsourcing schemes. Our denition of a secure
server-memory resource can be seen as a novel security goal: The specication demands
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secrecy of content and access pattern, resilience to errors, and also that active attacks cannot
be targeted at specic locations. On a more technical level, our secure server-memory resource
is specied as a basic server-memory resource, but where roughly only the number of accesses
leak to the server, and in particular not the content. In addition, the active inuence by an
attacker is restricted to being able to set a failure probability

α. This parameter denes, with

which probability a client's read or write operation fails. This failure probability is the same for
all memory locations and each memory location fails independently of other memory locations.
This means that whatever the attacker does to the memory of the server, any modication
will result in clients being more or less successful in reading or updating the data. In case of a
failure, the client cannot read or update the corresponding block anymore. We further demand
that the memory, and thus any protocol achieving it, remains operational for the faultless
part of the memory and hence is

robust

in the presence of failures. As outlined above, this

is technically enforced by not giving the simulator the power to always block operations and
hence to abort. This makes the functionality stronger than existing models such as [2,19].
We give a protocol that realizes the secure server-memory resource and is an extension of the
well-known Path ORAM protocol [57].
We also show that the existing denitions for access-pattern hiding and software protection
are insucient for realizing secure server-memory resources. We exemplify this by two concrete
examples that do not realize a secure server memory either because the failure probability is
not the same for all locations (as in [33]), or failures among memory locations are correlated
(as in [56]) and explain why this is problematic in practice.

A novel notion for audit schemes.

The

auditable

server memory resources are server-

memory resources with the additional client-side capability of being able to ask whether the
current memory content is unchanged. This retrievability guarantee is valid if the resource
is not in adversarial write mode, as explained above, and holds up to the point when the
server writes or deletes a location of the memory. A new audit has to reveal whether any
change aected the client's data. Our new denition stipulates that a protocol implements
a proof of retrievability if it realizes an auditiable server-memory resource from an ordinary
one by possibly using additional resources like a random oracle.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst composable security denition for audit
schemes. We thereby rectify two drawbacks of existing denitions. First, our denition and
protocols guarantee that the client can download the data, if (a) the audit succeeds and
(b) the adversary does not corrupt further locations after the audit. This guarantee is not
required by existing denitions and not fullled by certain schemes such as [19]. Second,
existing denitions are based on the concept of knowledge-extractors: The extractor needs
the client secrets and the server strategy to recover the data. As outlined in more detail in
Sect. 1.3, this is not a scenario which is suitable in practice, since the client and the server
would not reveal this information to each other or a third party. Our formulation does not
use extractors.
For each of our server-memory resources, we show how to implement secure audits. In the
particular case of secure server-memory resources, the audit reduces to a statistical estimate
of the failure parameter

α

in combination with appropriate data replication. Our protocol

resembles the protocol by Cash et al.[19], but is more robust against failures: While their
construction aborts when detecting an error, our scheme keeps operating even in the presence
of arbitrarily many errors. As we outline in Sect. 1.2, this robustness is again needed to ensure
that the data can be retrieved after a successful audit. For example, encountering just a small
number of failures after an audit must not harm this guarantee.

A formal analysis of hash-based challenge-response audits.

A composable formaliza-

tion of storage audits in the spirit of indierentiability and constructive cryptography [45,
Section 7] has been envisioned in [51] but has not, to the best of our knowledge, been formalized. With our formalization, we are now able to re-assess the security of the main example in
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[51], which is the standard challenge-response audit mechanism in which the server computes
a hash on the current memory content concatenated with a uniformly random challenge chosen by the client to convince the client that the data is available. We show that this scheme
is not secure even in the random oracle model, contradicting the claimed security in [51].
This further implies that replacing the random oracle by any provably secure iterated hashfunction construction like NMAC [22,8], does not have to yield secure audits. In particular,
there is no contradiction to the composition theorem as claimed in [51]. Note that Demay et
al. [23] provide another way to resolve this contradictory situation of [51].

1 We further prove

that the additional assumption needed for the hash-based audit to be secure is to restrict
inputs to the random oracle to bitstrings stored in the server memory itself. This condition
is sucient for a monolithic random oracle with no particular underlying structure, and we
show that it is in general insucient if the random oracle is replaced by a construction (like
NMAC) from ideal compression functions.

A provably secure and robust outsourcing scheme.

We show how to construct an

authentic server-memory resource from a basic (and thus insecure) server-memory resource
in Sect. 5.1. We subsequently show how to get a condential and authentic server-memory resource from an authentic one in Sect. 5.2, and nally achieve a secure server-memory resource
from a condential and authentic one in Sect. 5.3. Finally, in Sect. 7.2, we realize an audit
mechanism as outlined above on top of the secure server-memory resources. By combining
all of the above steps, the composition theorem guarantees us that the composed protocol
achieves an auditable, secure server-memory resource from a basic server-memory resource
(and local memory). The composed protocol is thus an ecient outsourcing scheme that provably achieves strictly stronger security than existing protocols in this realm. The protocol is
resilient against any number of errors, hides the content and access pattern, does not allow
targeted attacks under any circumstances, and provides an audit function.

1.2

On the Importance of Composition and Robustness

Our setting has similarities with previous works that devise outsourcing schemes secure
against active tampering adversaries and which build upon the foundational work by Goldreich and Ostrovsky [32] on software protection. There is, however, a subtle and fundamental
dierence between the context of outsourced storage and the context of software protection
of [32] that seems to have gone unnoticed. In this paragraph, we show how this dierence
necessarily leads to strictly stronger security requirements for outsourcing schemes and even
gives rise to novel security-relevant questions, which we answer in this work.
The context of [32] is software protection, where the goal is to prevent that an experimenter
can analyze the CPU-program and learn something he could not deduce from the program
specication alone. Technically, a simulator must generate an indistinguishable transcript of
any experiment, solely based on the known program specication. If such a simulator exists,
this means that the program eectively defeats experiments that try to gure out secret details
on how the program internally works. Following this motivation, as soon as the program
encounters an error when reading a memory location, it should abort, as the error is a sign
that the software is running in a tampering experiment. In the corresponding simulation, the
simulator also aborts. Overall, this behavior makes perfectly sense to defeat experiments since
in any honest execution, no error is expected to occur.
The context in this work is outsourcing schemes and several of the above aspects do
change in this realm. We present outsourcing schemes and the idealization they can achieve,
like the secure server-memory resource, as a low-level primitive that exports the interface of a
consistent storage with certain additional guarantees. We do not allow our primitives to abort

1

They prove that any simulator in the construction of a random oracle from ideal compression
functions needs to maintain an internal state linear to the total size of all queries. This implies
that the server cannot save space due to the simulator's memory consumption.
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in case an access to a location returns an error. It must stay operational for the remaining
part of the memory. The decision to abort is left to the calling protocol or application that
uses the memory abstraction. In our context, we want and should react to errors and not
stop when detecting them. This is the rst important point that makes the problem more
dicult and gives rise to the question of what level of security we can achieve in this setting.
Our most secure abstraction, the secure server-memory, answers this question in a strong
way: a protocol that achieves the secure server-memory not only remains operational (and
ecient) when tampering is detected (a simulator cannot abort on error in a simulation in
our model), it also makes sure that the subsequent behavior does not reveal which logical
locations the client accesses, and furthermore prevents that tampering can be targeted at
specic logical locations. We give two examples to illustrate the security problems when a
secure outsourcing scheme is used as part of a larger system.

Example 1: Information leakage due to errors.

Assume that a client application stores

some control information on an outsourced storage using a secure outsourcing scheme that
achieves a secure server-memory as dened in our work. Clearly, there is no attack by which
the adversary could learn when the client accesses the control information, even if the attacker
knew at which logical location the control information is stored. And since the attacker can
only introduce failures that are equally likely for all logical locations, the occurrence of an
error during an access does not allow to infer which logical memory location was accessed. In
contrast, several existing schemes based on the notion of software protection, do not guarantee
this level of security and allow an attacker to approximately estimate which logical addresses
are targeted by an attack. Turned around, observing an error might be a good indication on
which logical location has been accessed. We show this more concretely later in Sect. 5.4.

Example 2: Implementing secure audits.

Let us focus on the protocol by Cash et

al. [19] that implements a proof of retrievability using a software protection scheme
aborts on error. If

S

aborts, the entire execution aborts. Their protocol invokes

S

S

that

to store

the encoded data redundantly on the server, which should improve the resilience, meaning
that not detecting a few errors should not let the protocol fail. However, since

S

aborts when

detecting even a single error, this desired resilience practically becomes ineective and leads
to weak guarantees: consider a very weak tampering adversary that chooses just a single,
physical location on the server-memory and only tampers with this single physical location.
Then, the audit is passed with high probability. However, the client protocol aborts before
the client can actually retrieve all his data, since the error is detected beforehand during a
rebuild phase and the execution is aborted. In contrast, if

S

did actually realize a secure

server-memory, then this behavior can be avoided. The audit protocol in Sect. 7.2 is of this
type.

1.3

Further Related Work

Models for outsourced storage.

The security of services outsourced to untrusted third-

parties has received much attention in the literature and is a prevalent topic in cloud computing. Regarding the special case of untrusted outsourced storage, Mazieres and Shasha [46]
and later works by Androulaki et al. [1] and Cachin et al. [15,15,13,14,11,12] formalize untrusted storage as read-write registers, where multiple clients can write to and read from the
(shared) register by issuing

read and write requests. Each request and its answer is considered

an event and the view of the client is a sequence of such invocation and response events.
Integrity is then dened in a property-based way as conditions on the view of the client.
This model is appealing as it is expressive and the interface is simple. Our model keeps this
simple structure. At each client interface a read or write request can be input. The response
by the server is dened as the current value of the location (or register) which is susceptible
to adversarial write operations which means that the responses may be adaptively chosen by
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the attacker. Our model can be seen as an universally composable variant of the above (and
where a set of cooperating clients try to obtain strong security guarantees). The benets are
stronger security guarantees and that our server-memory functionalities make the adversarial
inuence explicit. This allows to compare dierent functionalities according to their strength.
It is also desirable to have a composable security denition for outsourced storage since they
are naturally part of larger systems, such as distributed le systems [55] or storage systems
[54,40].
Composable notions in the realm of secure outsourced storage are unfortunately still rare.
Recent examples include the works by Atteniese et al. [5], Camenisch et al.[16], Liu et al. [41],
or Apon et al.[2] that illustrate the importance of lling these gaps. For example, in [5] the
authors formalize the security guarantees of entangled storage in the UC framework. In order
for their scheme to be secure, they work in the

Fmem

Fmem -hybrid

model, where the functionality

is a memory functionality that models a server storage, where clients can upload and

retrieve their values.

Fmem

is a quite strong assumption. For example, the adversary does

not see the values uploaded to the storage. Hence,

Fmem

can be seen as a special case of

our server memory functionality where the adversarial access is limited. Such a functionality
could be obtained, for example, by dening a wrapper functionality along the lines of [28]
that wraps an ordinary memory resource to restrict the adversarial access. This makes the
assumptions on the capabilities of the attacker again explicit in order to compare dierent
protocols.
In [16], the authors investigate the security of protocols that improve the leakage resilience
of imperfectly erasable memory and use the constructive cryptography framework. Imperfect
erasures leak certain information to a passive adversary even after the client instructed the
memory to delete the contents. This setting is fundamentally dierent from ours in that we
are interested in security guarantees against active attacks on untrusted server storages and
erasability of (local) memory is not considered. The resources in [16] also make use of a
free interface (also denoted world interface) to assign certain capabilities to the environment
instead of the adversary to achieve general and meaningful security statements.

ORAM.

Oblivious RAM is a cryptographic primitive originally introduced by Goldreich and

Ostrovsky [32] and has become a standard approach to hiding the access pattern when accessing a cloud storage. A sequence of fundamental results have led to important security and
performance improvements such as [33,19,39,24,49,30,21,57,31,47,58,27,56]. Previous works
dene the security of ORAM schemes by requiring that dierent sequences of client read and
write operations lead to indistinguishable sequences of accesses to the server storage. Protection against active adversaries is typically achieved by detecting malicious behavior, for example by using Merkle-Trees or authenticators [56,50,2], and aborting upon detection [32,19].

PoR.

The rst formal security models for proofs of retrievability (PoR) were given by Juels

and Kaliski [36] and in a similar spirit also in previous works, for example by Naor et al. [48] on

sublinear authentication. The denition in [36] is tailored to the problem of storing static data
on a server, i.e., a large le like a backup that is unlikely to be changed frequently. Roughly,
an important key idea of many PoR schemes is that a redundant encoding of the le makes
sure that any too small data loss is tolerable and thus need not be detected. On the other
hand, by downloading some le locations at random and performing some integrity checks, a
client can detect a signicant amount of data loss. Subsequent publications [10,25,53] present
new and more ecient schemes as well as generalized adversarial models. In these works,
the initial denition has been further carried over to the case of dynamic data. One major
obstacle in the case of dynamic data is to force the server not to discard updates to (possibly
a small number of ) memory locations. Cash et al. [19] propose a scheme based on ORAM and
showed that hiding the access structure of reads and writes to the server allows for ecient
PoR for dynamic data. Another solution, proposed by Chandra et al. [20], shows that the
problem of constructing locally decodable and locally updatable codes is strongly related to
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the construction of PoR schemes. Roughly, being able to update an encoding of a le
encoding of

F0

F

9
to an

by only changing a small number of le blocks allows to reduce the problem of

dynamic PoR to static PoR. Using a related guiding idea, Shi et al. [53] recently proposed an
(ecient) PoR scheme for dynamic data as well. Another closely related research branch deals
with models and applications for provable data possession (PDP), proposed by Ateniese et
al. [4,6,3]. PDP and PoR are related in spirit, but PDP is essentially a weaker denition than
PoR. While the goal of proofs of retrievability is to guarantee that a le remains retrievable
in full, the goal of PDP is to test if most of the le is still retrievable. Subsequent models have
been proposed that deal with dynamic data, for which several protocols have been designed
[6,38,26]. The security denitions of PoR (and PDP) schemes are extractor-based and are
usually formalized as a game between a challenger and an adversary. A PoR scheme consists
of four interactive sub-protocols executed between a stateful client and a stateful server:

init(1ν , Σ, n), read(i), write(i, vi ) carry their usual intended meaning, where ν is the security
parameter, Σ is the alphabet and n is the size of the memory. The fourth protocol, audit, is
executed to verify if the server possesses all the client's data, in which case the client returns
accept.
The PoR security denition is threefold and consists of correctness, authenticity and retrievability. In this paragraph, we focus on the third security property and on the dynamic
PoR game

ExtGame as found in [19,20] which we state in Fig. 18 in Appendix A for complete-

ness. For more details and variations, we refer to [36,52,19,20]. A scheme is said to provide

E ,such that,
 for every ecient

Pr ExtGameS̄,E (ν, p(ν)) = 1 is negligible in the

retrievability, if there exists an ecient probabilistic extractor
server

S̄ ,

every polynomial

p(ν)

it holds that

security parameter. Intuitively, the game formalizes that from a cheating server strategy that
successfully passes an audit with good probability, it is possible to extract the correct storage
content that the client uploaded. In general, the extractor is provided with the client private
keys and the server strategy. The concept of a knowledge-extractor emerged from proofs of
knowledge: The reasoning in proofs of knowledge is that if a dishonest prover passes the test
with good probability using some arbitrary strategy, then this strategy could be used by the
prover himself to eectively calculate the witness by virtue of the extractor algorithm, which
is an algorithm that extracts the witness by executing and rewinding the prover's strategy.
Although the extractor-based approach to PoR includes a meaningful thought-experiment,
it has a major drawback concerning client-side security guarantees: If an audit is successful,
the availability of the data, which is of major concern to the client, is only guaranteed through
the execution of the extractor, which needs to access the server strategy and the secret state
of the client. Both parties are unlikely to disclose this sensitive information. No server would
reveal its entire state and no client would reveal its secret keys.

2

2.1

Preliminaries

Notation for Systems and Algorithms
x←y
x. For a distribution D over some set, x  D denotes
nite set X , x  X denotes assigning to x a uniformly

We describe our systems with pseudocode using the following conventions: We write
for assigning the value
sampling

x

y

according to

random value in

X.

of arguments (e.g.,

to the variable

D.

For a

Typically queries to systems consist of a suggestive keyword and a list

(write, i, v)

to write the value

v

keywords in writing the domains of arguments, e.g.,

i ∈ {1, . . . n}

and

v ∈ Σ.

i of a storage). We ignore
(write, i, v) ∈ [n] × Σ indicates that

at location

The systems generate a return value upon each query which is

output at an interface of the system. We omit writing return statements in case the output
is a simple constant whose only purpose is to indicate the completion of an operation.

2.2

Discrete Systems

The security statements in this work are statements about reactive discrete systems that can
be queried by their environment: Each interaction consists of an input from the environment
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and an output that is given by the system in response. Discrete reactive systems are modeled
formally by random systems [42], and an important similarity measure on those is given by the
distinguishing advantage. More formally, the advantage of a distinguisher
two discrete systems, say

R

and

S,

D in distinguishing

is dened as

∆D (R, S) = |Pr [DR = 1] − Pr [DS = 1] |,
Pr [DR = 1] denotes the probability that D outputs 1 when connected to the system
R. More concretely, DR is a random experiment, where the distinguisher repeatedly provides

where

an input to one of the interfaces and observes the output generated in reaction to that input
before it decides on its output bit.

2.3

Constructive Cryptography

The central object in constructive cryptography is that of a resource available to parties, and
the resources we discuss in this work are modeled by reactive discrete systems. As in general
the same resource may be accessible to multiple parties, such as a communication channel
that allows a sender to input a message and a receiver to read it, we assign inputs to certain

interfaces

that correspond to the parties: the sender's interface allows to input a message to

the channel, and the receiver's interface allows to read what is in the channel. More generally,
a resource is a discrete system with a nite set of interfaces

I

via which the resource interacts

with its environment.

Converters

model protocols used by parties and can attach to an interface of a resource

to change the inputs and outputs at that interface. This composition, which for a converter

π,

interface

I,

and resource

R

is denoted by

π I R,

again yields a resource. In this work, a

π is modeled as a systems with two interfaces: the inner interface in and the outer
interface out. The inner interface can be connected to an interface I of a resource R and the
I
outer interface then becomes the new interface I of resource π R. For a vector of converters
π = (πI1 , . . . , πIn ) with Ii ∈ I , and a subset of interfaces P ⊆ {I1 , . . . , In }, πP R denotes the
resource where πI is connected to interface I of R for every I ∈ P . For I -resources R1 , . . . Rm
the parallel composition [R1 , . . . , Rm ] is again an I -resource that provides at each interface

converter

access to the corresponding interfaces of all subsystems.
In this paper, we make statements about resources with interface sets of the form I =
P ∪ {S, W}, where P := {C0 , . . . , Ck }. P is the set of honest (client) interfaces. A protocol is
a vector π = (πI1 , . . . , πI|P| ) that species one converter for each interface I ∈ P . Intuitively,
P can be thought of as the interfaces that honestly apply the specied protocol π . On the
other hand, S is the potentially dishonest (server) interface and is assigned a converter that
describes the default behavior at that interface in case it is honest. Intuitively, interface S is
the interface where the prescribed behavior is not necessarily applied. Dishonest behavior is
thus captured by replacing the protocol by an arbitrary, adversarial strategy. The interface

W

is the free interface, also denoted to as the world interface, and models the direct inuence of
a distinguisher on a resource. This interface is particularly useful to model capabilities which
are not a priori assigned to a party or the attacker and hence allows more general statements.
We refer the interested reader to Appendix B.1 for a more detailed exposition.
A constructive security denition then species the goal of a protocol in terms of
and

constructed

assumed

resources. We directly state the central denition of a construction of [43]

and briey explain the relevant conditions.

Denition 1. Let R and S be resources with interface set I = P ∪ {S, W} with P :=
{C0 , . . . , Ck }. Let ε be a function that maps distinguishers to a value in [0, 1] and let sim
be a converter (the simulator). Let π = (πC0 , . . . , πCk ) be a protocol and let srvR and srvS be
converters that describe the default behavior at interface S when it is honest. The protocol π
constructs resource S from resource R (with potentially dishonest S) within ε and with respect
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to the simulator sim and the pair (srvR , srvS ), if for all distinguishers D,
(Correctness)
(Security)

∆D (srvR S πP R, srvS S S) ≤ ε(D)
S

D

∆ (πP R, sim S) ≤ ε(D).

The rst condition ensures that the protocol implements the required functionality if the
server is honest. For example, for outsourced server-memory resources, all values written to
the storage have to be retrievable unmodied when no attacker is present. This honest server
behavior is modeled by a dummy converter that does not interfere with the client protocol
and does not generate any output at its outer interface. The second condition ensures that
whatever a dishonest server can do with the assumed resource, he could do as well with the
constructed resource by using the simulator

sim. Turned around, if the constructed resource is

secure by denition, there is no successful attack on the protocol. The notion of construction
is composable, which intuitively means that the constructed resource can be replaced in any
context by the assumed resource with the protocol attached without aecting the security.
We refer to [43] for a proof. For readers more familiar with Canetti's UC Framework [17], we
refer to [35] for explanations of how the above concepts relate to similar concepts in UC.

2.4

Denitions of Cryptographic Primitives

IND-CPA secure encryption schemes.
space

M,

key space

G that
m ∈ M

K,

A private key cryptosystem

and ciphertext space

κ,

C

(G, E, D) for message

consists of a (probabilistic) key generation

E that given a
c ← Eκ (m), and a (possibly
probabilistic) decryption algorithm D , that given a ciphertext c ∈ C and the private key κ
returns a bit a message m ∈ M. The correctness condition demands that Dκ (Eκ (m)) = m for
all keys κ in the support of G .

algorithm

returns a key

message

and the private key

a (probabilistic ) encryption algorithm

κ

returns a ciphertext

A private key cryptosystem has indistinguishable ciphertexts under a chosen plaintext
attack if the following two systems

GCPA
0

and

GCPA
1

are indistinguishable for ecient distin-

κ ∈ K according to algorithm G . Next,
they act as encryption oracle by accepting messages m ∈ M and providing the corresponding ciphertexts Eκ (m) ∈ C . At any point, a distinguisher D can submit a challenge query
CPA
that consists of two messages m̃0 and m̃1 (with |m̃0 | = m̃1 |) where the system Gi
returns
the encryption of m̃i . The security condition requires that no ecient distinguisher D can
guishers

D:

Both systems start by choosing a key

distinguish the two systems better than with negligible advantage.

Message authentication codes.
tag space

T,

and key space

K

We consider a MAC function

f

with message space

M,

(with an associated distribution). The security condition for a

A can win the following game GMAC
better
f
MAC
than with negligible probability. Gf
rst chooses a key κ  K. Then it acts as a signing
oracle, receiving messages m ∈ M at its interface and responding with fk (m). At any point,
A can undertake a forging attempt by providing a message m0 and a tag t0 to GMAC
. The
f
0
0
0
game is won if and only if fk (m ) = t and m was never queried before by A. The probability
A
MAC
of adversary A in winning the game is succinctly written as Γ (Gf
).
MAC function

f

states that no ecient adversary

Digital signature schemes.
and signature space

Ω

A

digital signature scheme (K, S, V )

for a message space

consists of a (probabilistic) key generation algorithm

K

M

that returns a

(sk , vk ), a (possibly probabilistic) signing algorithm S , that given a message m ∈ M
sk returns a signature s ← Ssk (m), and a (possibly probabilistic, but
usually deterministic) verication algorithm V , that given a message m ∈ M, a candidate
0
0
signature s ∈ Ω , and the verication key vk returns a bit Vvk (m, s ). The bit 1 is interpreted as
a successful verication and 0 as a failed verication. It is required that Vvk (m, Ssk (m)) = 1
for all m and all (vk , sk ) in the support of K . A digital signatures scheme is existentially
key pair

and the signing key
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Resource

SMRkΣ,n

Initialization
init, active, intrusion ← false
Hist ← [ ]

Interface SH

Interface C0

Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]
return M[i]

Input: getHist
return Hist

Input: init
if not init then
for i = 1 to n do
M[i] ← λ
Hist ← Hist||(0, init)
init ← true

Interface SI
Input: (write, i, x) ∈ [n] × Σ
if intrusion then
M[i] ← x

Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]
if init and not active then
Hist ← Hist||(0, R, i)
return M[i]

Interface W
Input: startWriteMode
if active then
intrusion ← true

Input: (write, i, x) ∈ [n] × Σ
if init and not active then
Hist ← Hist||(0, W, i, x)
M[i] ← x

Input: stopWriteMode
if active then
intrusion ← false

Input: initComplete
active ← true
Interfaces Ct , t ∈ {1, . . . , k}
Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]
if active and not intrusion then
Hist ← Hist||(t, R, i)
return M[i]
Fig. 2.

Input: (write, i, x) ∈ [n] × Σ
if active and not intrusion then
Hist ← Hist||(t, W, i, x)
M[i] ← x

Description of the insecure server-memory resource.

A can win the following
GEUCMA better than with negligible probability. GEUCMA rst chooses a key pair
(sk , vk )  K . Then it acts as a signing oracle, receiving messages m ∈ M at its interface
and responding with Ssk (m). At any point, A can undertake a forging attempt by providing
0
0
EUCMA
a message m and a candidate signature s to G
. The game is won if and only if
0 0
0
Vvk (m , s ) = 1 and m was never queried before by A. The probability of adversary A in
A
EUCMA
winning the game is succinctly written as Γ (G
).

unforgeable under chosen message attacks if no ecient adversary
game

Erasure codes.

An

(n, k, d) erasure code over the alphabet Σ with error symbol ⊥ 6∈ Σ , is a
(enc, dec) that satisfy the following requirement: For all F ∈ Σ k ,

pair of (ecient) algorithms

F̄ := enc(F ) ∈ Σ n

let

and dene the set

CF̄ := {F̄ 0 ∈ (Σ∪{⊥})n | ∀i : F̄i0 ∈ {F̄i , ⊥} ∧
Then, for all

3

F̄ 0 ∈ CF̄ ,

it holds that

at most

d−1

positions of

F̄ 0

are equal to

⊥}.

dec(F̄ 0 ) = F .

Basic Server-Memory Resource

Our basic server-memory resource allows clients to read and write data blocks, where each
block is encoded as an element
of

Σ

v

of some alphabet

Σ

(a nite non-empty set). An element

is considered a data block. At the server interface, denoted

S,

the resource provides the

entire history of accesses made by the clients (modeling the information leakage via a server
log le in practice), and allows the server to overwrite existing data blocks. To syntactically
separate the former capability (modeling data leakage), from the latter, capability (modeling
active inuence), we formally divide interface

SH

(for honest but curious) and

SI

S

into two sub-interfaces which we denote by

(for intrusion). The server can only overwrite data blocks

if the resource is set into a special write mode. The distinguisher (or environment) is given
the capability to adaptively enable and disable this write mode at the free interface

W.

The
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aSMRkΣ,n

The denition of aSMR is identical to SMR except for the adversarial inuence at interface SI and the
reaction on writing to a corrupted memory location:
Interfaces Ct , t ∈ {1, . . . , k}
Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]
if active and not intrusion then
Hist ← Hist||(t, R, i)
return M[i]

Input: (write, i, x) ∈ [n] × Σ
if active and not intrusion then
if M[i] 6=  then
Hist ← Hist||(t, W, i, x)
M[i] ← x
else
Hist ← Hist||(t, Fail, i, x)
return 

Interface SI
Input: (delete, i) ∈ [n]
if intrusion then
M[i] ← 

Fig. 3.

Input: (restore, i) ∈ [n]
if intrusion then
if ∃k, x, t : Hist[k] = (t, W, i, x) then
k0 ← max{k | ∃t, x : Hist[k]
= (t, W, i, x)}
Parse Hist[k0 ] as (t, W, i, x0 )
M[i] ← x0
else
M[i] ← λ

The authentic server-memory resource (only dierences to SMR shown).

combination of capabilities at interfaces

W and SI

allows our model to capture dierent types

of adversarial inuence, including adaptively setting return values of client read operations,
or to model phases in which no server write access is possible at all. We present the basic
server-memory resource, called

SMRkΣ,n ,

in detail in Fig. 2.

Our formalization is more general than the simple client-server setting in that it takes into
account several clients that access the resource, each via their interface
of the resource are the number of clients
interface

C0

k,

the alphabet

Σ,

Ci .

The parameters

and the number of blocks. The

is the initialization interface and is used to set up the initial state of the resource

(for example as a rst step in the protocol). Only after the resource is initialized, indicated by
the input

initComplete

at

C0 ,

the client interfaces become active and can update the state.

We assume that (adversarial) server write operations only happen after the initialization is
complete. Interface

C0

can be thought of as being assigned to a special party or simply to a

dedicated client whose rst actions are to initialize the resource.
The basic server-memory resource constitutes the core element of our model and serves
as the fundamental building block for numerous applications in the realm of cloud storage as
discussed in the previous sections. In this work, we elaborate along the lines of securing the
memory resource against a malicious server. Other possible directions include the formalization of distributed le-systems, proof of ownership, access control mechanisms, or entangled
storage that are part of future and ongoing work and not covered in this paper.

4

Security Guarantees for Server-Memory Resources

In this section, we present server-memory resources that oer more security guarantees for
the clients in that they restrict the capabilities of the server.

Authentic server-memory resource.

An authentic server-memory resource enhances the

basic server-memory resource by restricting the capabilities at the active interface

SI . Instead

of being capable to modify existing data blocks, the server can either delete data blocks, via
input

SI .

(delete, i)

at

SI ,

or restore previously deleted data blocks, via input

A deleted data block is indicated by the special symbol

of a deleted data block simply receives
server-memory resource

aSMRkΣ,n



.

(restore, i)

at

A client accessing the location

as an answer. We formally describe the authentic

in Fig. 3.
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Resource

cSMRkΣ,n

The denition of cSMR is identical to SMR except for the information the server and the adversary
learn about the stored data:
Interface SH
Input: getHist
Hist' ← [ ]
for j = 1 to |Hist| do
q ← Hist[j]
if q = (t, W, i, x) for some t, x, i then
Hist' ← Hist'||(t, W, i)
if q = (t, Fail, i, x) for some t, x, i then
Hist' ← Hist'||(t, Fail, i)
if q = (t, R, i) for some t, i then
Hist' ← Hist'||(t, R, i)
return Hist'

Interface SI
Input: (delete, i) ∈ [n]
if intrusion then
M[i] ← 
Input: (restore, i) ∈ [n]
if intrusion then
if ∃k, x, t : Hist[k] = (t, W, i, x) then
k0 ← max{k | ∃t, x : Hist[k]
= (t, W, i, x)}
Parse Hist[k0 ] as (t, W, i, x0 )
M[i] ← x0
else
M[i] ← λ

Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]
return λ

The authentic and condential server-memory resource (only dierences to SMR shown).

Fig. 4.

Condential server-memory resource.
resource, denoted

cSMRkΣ,n ,

The condential and authentic server-memory

is formally specied in Fig. 4. It enhances the authentic server-

memory resource by restricting the access at the server interface
operation simply returns

λ ∈ Σ.

SH

in that each server read

Furthermore, the history of client accesses only reveal the

location, but not the value that was read or written.

Secure (oblivious) server-memory resource

We present the secure (and oblivious)

server-memory resource in Fig. 5. This resource oers the strongest guarantees for the clients.
First, the access pattern does not leak to the server apart from the number of accesses made.
Second, the adversarial inuence is now limited to setting a corruption or pollution parameter

α.

On each client read or write operation

probability

α

and the cell

i

(read, i)

or

(write, i, x)

the operation fails with

is considered deleted. This expresses the inability of an intruder

to mount a targeted attack on chosen blocks. His inuence pollutes the entire memory in
the specic way of increasing (or decreasing) the probability of a failure. In particular, our
ideal functionality demands that each cell or block fails independently and with the same
probability (if it had not failed before). Our formulation of this resource, which we denote by
k,t
sSMRΣ,nrep and describe in Fig. 5, is slightly more general than just described: it is parameterized as before by the number of clients

k,

the alphabet

Σ,

the size

n,

and additionally

by a tolerance trep (considered as the replication factor) that formalizes the resilience against
failures. Intuitively, only after

trep

i have
trep = 1. This

read or write operations for location

considered as deleted, which of course includes the standard case

failed,

i

is

guarantee,

although quite strong, seems appealing in practice and is realizable as we prove in the next

2 It further seems to be a desriable abstraction on its own, for example in the context

section.

of data replication where the assumption that blocks fail independently is crucial. It further
allows for straightforward statistical predictions of this error parameter. One could imagine
to weaken this resource by considering correlations among failures, or to allow dierent cells
to fail with dierent probabilities. We only consider the strongest variant in this paper and
show how to achieve it.

2

In the specication of Fig. 5, we focus on client requests that do not occur during an active
intrusion phase. It is straightforward to specify the continuation for the complementary case along
the lines of [2]: In case of a currently active intrusion, we let the adversary decide on the success
(the currently stored value of the requested memory location is returned) or failure ( is returned)
of a client request directly. Our protocols are easily seen to be secure also in this case.
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k,t

sSMRΣ,nrep

Initialization
init, active, intrusion ← false
α ← 0; Hist ← [ ]
ci ← 1 for all i ∈ [`]
Interface C0
Input: init
if not init then
for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to trep do
M[i, j] ← λ
Hist ← Hist||(0, init)
init ← true

Interface SH
Input: getHist
Hist' ← [ ]
for j = 1 to |Hist| do
q ← Hist[j]
if q ∈ {(t, W, i, x), (t, R, i)} then
Hist' ← Hist'||(t, Access)
else
Hist' ← Hist'||q
return Hist'
Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]
return λ

Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]
if init and not active then
Hist ← Hist||(0, R, i)
return M[i, 1]

Interface SI

Input: (write, i, x) ∈ [n] × Σ
if init and not active then
for j = 1 to trep do
Hist ← Hist||(0, W, i, x)
M[i, j] ← x

Input: (reducePollution, δ) ∈ [0, α]
if intrusion then
α←α−δ

Input: initComplete
active ← true

Input: startWriteMode
if active then
intrusion ← true

Input: (pollute, ρ) ∈ [0, 1]
if intrusion then
α←ρ

Interface W

Input: stopWriteMode
if active then
intrusion ← false
Interfaces Ct , t ∈ {1, . . . , k}
Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]
if active and not intrusion then
if M[i, ci ] 6=  then
Z  Bernulli(α)
if Z = 0 then
Hist ← Hist||(t, R, i)
return M[i, ci ]
else
Hist ← Hist||(t, Failed)
M[i, ci ] ← 
if ci < trep then
ci ← ci + 1
return 
else
Z  Bernulli(α)
if Z = 0 then
Hist ← Hist||(t, Access)
else
Hist ← Hist||(t, Failed)
if ci < trep then
ci ← ci + 1
return 
Fig. 5.

Input: (write, i, x) ∈ [n] × Σ
if active and not intrusion then
retj ← ok for j = 1 . . . trep
for j = 1 to trep do
if M[i, j] 6=  then
Z  Bernulli(α)
if Z = 0 then
Hist ← Hist||(t, W, i, x)
M[i, j] ← x
else
Hist ← Hist||(t, Failed)
M[i, j] ← 
retj ← 
else
retj ← 
Z  Bernulli(α)
if Z = 0 then
Hist ← Hist||(t, Access)
else
Hist ← Hist||(t, Failed)
return (ret1 , . . . , rettrep )

Description of the secure server-memory resource.
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W
C0

init

C1

prot
..
.

Ck

W

Weaker

SMR

≈

S

prot

C0

Stronger

C1

SMR

..
.

sim

S

Ck

L
Fig. 6.

5

Illustration of the security condition of constructions among server-memory resources.

Constructions among Server-Memory Resources

In this section, we show how to construct stronger server-memory resources from weaker ones.
For each construction, we need to specify the protocol for the clients by means of a converter
which every client attaches to its interface. We further have to provide a converter that
describes the initialization step (generating cryptographic keys etc.) and which is attached
at interface

C0 .

To show that a protocol achieves a construction, we have to prove both

conditions of Denition 1. In this section, the default behavior of the potentially dishonest
server is specied by the dummy converter

honSrv that does not answer any query at its outer

interface and does not give any input to the server-memory resource.

L shared among all clients. At each
L, the usual read and write capabilities are available. The server does not have

The protocols we present make use of a local memory
interface

Ci

of

access to this resource. An illustration is shown in Fig. 6. We assume that client accesses to
the resources are sequential (which is trivially true in the single client setting). If this is not
guaranteed, the clients could establish mutual exclusion by running Dekker's or Peterson's
algorithm using the shared memory

5.1

L.

Authentic Server-Memory Resources from Basic Server-Memory Resources

Following Blum et al. [9], we build a tree structure on top of the outsourced data blocks to

`, then the tree is
` leaves, where each leaf corresponds to a data block. For simplicity,
generality, we assume that ` is a power of 2. In [9], each leaf is associated

protect their authenticity (and freshness). Assume the size of the memory is
a binary search tree with
and without loss of

with a timestamp indicating the number of times the block was updated. The timestamp of
an internal node is dened as the sum of the timestamps of its two children. We refer to
this condition on the timestamps as the

tree invariant. The timestamp of the root of the tree

corresponds to total number of times the client has accessed the server-memory resource and
is stored in a reliable local memory.

Protocol and notation.

` as T (`) . The
tree has 2` − 1 nodes which are mapped to the linear storage of SMR (of size 2` − 1) and a
3
local reliable memory L as follows : The leaf node at location `+i−1 of SMR stores the value
xi of the (logical) memory. Internal nodes only contain a timestamp (and an authentication
tag) and are stored in SMR. We denote the node at location r of SMR by Nr (for r > 0)
and denote the root as N0 . For a node Nr , we denote by tr its timestamp, and for a leaf
node we additionally denote by xi ∈ Σ its associated data block (i = r − ` + 1). To bind the
contents of a node to its actual location on the server, we make use of a MAC function fsk (·).
3

We denote the full binary tree for a memory of size

Note that the number of storage locations of SMR is about two times as large as the logical
locations we want to protect. This, however, does not imply a storage overhead of a factor of two
in practice, since the information stored in internal nodes is only a timestamp and not an entire
data block.
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initauth

Interface out
Input: init :
sk  K; N0 ← 0;
output (write, 1, N0 ) at in to L
output (write, 2, sk) at in to L
output init at in to SMR
for i = 2 to ` − 1 do
Ni ← (0, fsk (i, 0))
output (write, i, Ni ) at in to SMR
for i = ` to 2` − 1 do
Ni ← (λ, 0, fsk (i, λ, 0))
output (write, i, Ni ) at in to SMR
Input: (read, i) or (write, i, x):
Dened the same as for authRW in Fig. 8
Input: initComplete :
output initComplete at in to SMR
Fig. 7.

The root node

The initialization protocol for the realization of an authentic server memory.

N0

is not stored in

SMR

but on a reliable, local memory

L.

In summary, the

format of the nodes are as follows:



 (xi , tr , fsk (r, xi , tr ))
Nr = (tr , fsk (r, tr ))


t0
To read a value

xi

if r ≥ ` (i = r − ` + 1)
if r < `
if r = 0.

of the (logical) memory, the client retrieves all nodes on the path from

the root to the leaf node

N`+i−1

and all their children. This is sometimes denoted to as the

siblings path from the root to that leaf. We denote this sub-tree (consisting of
by

T`+i−1

to make the index

i

2 log `)

nodes

i,
T`+i−1 , i.e., that for each
i.e., that tr = t2r+1 + t2r+2 .

appear explicitly. On each access to the logical data block

the client veries all authentication tags and checks the invariant in
node

Nr ,

the timestamp is the sum of its children's timestamps,

T`+i−1 is said to be valid. To write a new value to a leaf node
T`+i−1 and veries that it is valid. Then, one updates the value of

If all checks succeed the tree

N`+i−1 ,

one rst retrieves

the leaf, its timestamp and the authentication tag and subsequently updates the timestamps
and the authentication tags of all nodes on the path to the root to restore the invariant of
tree

T`+i−1 . Finally, all nodes are written back to their original location. It is straightforward
authRW and specied in Fig. 8.

to cast this protocol as a converter for the clients, denoted by

The generation of cryptographic keys and the initial setup of the tree are formally specied
in the initialization converter

initauth

found in Fig. 7.

Intuitively, this protocol is secure since no adversary can inject a new value at any memory
location, as each node is bound to a memory location on the server. Additionally, replaying an
older value is not possible as an older value has a smaller timestamp and if the client veries
the tree's invariant, its reliably stored value

N0

is too large. Formally, we prove the following

theorem.

Theorem 1. Let k, ` ∈ N and let Σ1 = Σ × Zq × T for some alphabet Σ . The protocol
auth := (initauth , authRW , . . . , authRW ) (with k copies of authRW ) described above based on a
MAC function f with tag space T constructs the authentic server memory aSMRkΣ,` from
the basic server memory SMRkΣ1 ,2` and a local memory L (of constant size), with respect to
the simulator simauth as dened in Fig. 9 and the pair (honSrv, honSrv). More specically, we
construct a reduction C such that for all distinguishers D,
∆D (honSrvS authP [L, SMRkΣ1 ,2` ], honSrvS aSMRkΣ,` ) = 0

and

∆D (authP [L, SMRkΣ1 ,2` ], simSauth aSMRkΣ,` ) ≤ Γ DC (GMAC
).
f
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Converter

authRW

Interface out
Input: (read, i)
T ← GetValidSubtree(` + i − 1)
if T 6= ∅ then
Parse node N`+i−1 (of tree T ) as (x, t, fsk (` + i − 1, x, t))
return x
else
return 
Input: (write, i, x)
T ← GetValidSubtree(` + i − 1)
if T 6= ∅ then
N`+i−1 ← (x, t`+i−1 + 1, fsk (` + i − 1, x, t`+i−1 + 1))
for each internal node Ni ∈ T do
Ni ← (ti + 1, fsk (i, ti + 1))
for each node Ni ∈ T with i > 0 do
output (write, i, Ni ) at in to SMR
N0 ← N0 + 1
output (write, 1, N0 ) at in to L
else
return 
GetValidSubtree(i)
Retrieve T`+i−1 , i.e., all nodes Nr on the path from leaf node N`+i−1
to the root N0 (and their siblings) in descending order of index via:
-output (read, 1) at in to L to read N0
-output (read, r) at in to SMR to read Nr
for each node Nr ∈ T`+i−1 with r > 0 do

function

Case Nr = (tr , tag):
if fsk (r, tr ) 6= tag then
return ∅
Case Nr = (x, tr , tag):
if fsk (r, x, tr ) 6= tag then
return ∅
for each node
  Nr ∈ T`+i−1 with r > 0 do
par ← 2i − 1
ch1 ← 2 · par + 1
ch2 ← 2 · par + 2
if tpar 6= tch1 + tch2 then
return ∅
return T`+i−1

. index of parent
. index of 1st child
. index of 2nd child

Fig. 8.

The converter for the clients to realize an authentic server memory from a basic server memory.

Proof.

The correctness condition is obvious and we only give a proof of the security condition.

We analyze the input-output behavior of both systems involved. To this end, we consider the
possible inputs at each interface.

On input init, initComplete at interface C0 :
of the real system

authP [L, SMRkΣ1 ,2` ]

init-query, the protocol initauth
sk and initializes the
(`)
writes the nodes of T
to the server

Upon the

generates a secret MAC key

basic memory resource. Subsequently, the protocol

N0 which is stored in the local memory. This initialization
2`−2 entries to the history Hist of SMR. After this initialization phase, Hist reads
(0, init)||(0, W, 1, N1 )|| . . . ||(0, W, 2`−1, N2`−1 ). Any subsequent read query will return the
xed value λ ∈ Σ .
k
S
In the ideal system simauth aSMRΣ,` , the query initializes the memory to the xed value
λ ∈ Σ and adds the entry (0, init) to Hist. Since this is the rst entry of Hist, the
simulator will replace this entry by its locally simulated list Linit that consists of the
2` − 2 entries as above (where the key MAC key sk is chosen locally by the simulator).
Finally, on input initComplete, both systems deactivate interface C0 and the other client
memory, except for the root

adds

interfaces are operational from this point onwards.

On input (read, i) at interface Ck :

On this query, both protocols initauth (in case k = 0)
k > 0) retrieve all the nodes of the sub-tree T`+i−1 . This subtree contains the leaf node N`+i−1 = (xi , t, fsk ((` + i − 1, t, xi ))) of T (`) which stores
the value of memory location i. Furthermore, T`+i−1 consists of all nodes on the path
and

authRW

(in case

Composable and Robust Outsourced Storage

Converter

simauth

Initialization
sk  K
Initialize 2` − 1 nodes Ni as in Fig. 7
Linit ← (0, init)||(0, W, 1, N1 )|| . . . ||(0, W, 2` − 1, N2`−1 )
pos ← 1
Interface SH
Input: getHist :
UpdateLog

return L

Input: (read, r) ∈ [2` − 1] :
UpdateLog

return Nr
Interface SI

(intrusion = true)

Input: (write, r, x) ∈ [2` − 1] × (Σ × Zn × T )
UpdateLog

Determine the last entry in L that wrote value N in to location i

if N 6= x then
Nr ← x
for each leaf node N`+i−1 whose sub-tree T`+i−1 is not valid do
output (delete, i) at in to aSMR
else
for each leaf node N`+i−1 whose sub-tree T`+i−1 is valid do
output (restore, i) at in to aSMR
Nr ← N
procedure UpdateLog
output getHist at in to aSMR

Let

Hist

be the returned value

for j = pos to |Hist| do
if Hist[j] = (0, init) then
L ← Linit
else if Hist[j] = (k, R, i) then
Let T`+i−1 be the sub-tree of simulated leaf node N`+i−1
for each node Nr ∈ T`+i−1 in decreasing order of index do
L ← L||(k, R, r)
else if Hist[j] = (k, W, i, x) then
. Successful write operation
Let T`+i−1 be the (valid) sub-tree of simulated leaf node N`+i−1
for each node Nr ∈ T`+i−1 in decreasing order of index do
L ← L||(k, R, r)
for each node Nr ∈ T`+i−1 in decreasing order of index do
Update Nr according to Fig. 8
L ← L||(k, W, r, Nr )
else if Hist[j] = (k, Fail, i, x) then
. Failed write operation
Let T`+i−1 be the sub-tree of simulated leaf node N`+i−1
for each node Nr ∈ T`+i−1 in decreasing order of index do
L ← L||(k, R, r)
pos ← |Hist| + 1
Fig. 9.

The simulator for the construction of an authenticated memory.
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from that leaf to the root together with their children. To retrieve this sub-tree, the

2 log ` − 1 read-queries. The history Hist hence is increased by the list of
(k, R, r1 )||...||(k, R, r2`−1 ), where the indices rj are ordered in decreasing
order according to their location in SMR. Afterwards, the protocol checks the validity of

protocol issues

2 log ` − 1

value

each authentication tag and checks the tree's invariant (i.e., that the sum of the children's
timestamps is equal to the parent's timestamp). If all checks succeed,
is the last value written to this location), and otherwise



xi

is output (which

is output.

simSauth aSMRkΣ,` , system aSMR answers the query with the current memory
content of cell i. If the cell is not corrupted, the last value written is output at interface
Ck . If the cell is corrupted,  is output. In order for the simulator simauth to emulate this
`
view, it internally simulates the tree T and, after each adversarial query at interfaces SI
and SH keeps track of which sub-trees T`+r−1 are valid, and if not, corrupts the cell r of
aSMR (cf. behavior at interface SH and SI below). This enforces the consistency between
In system

successful reads and valid subtrees exactly as in the real system. Additionally, the next
time the simulator is activated, it will update its simulated history
read-request

(k, R, i)

is the

q th

entry in

L

accordingly: if this

Hist of aSMR, then, in procedure UpdateLog,

q th entry will lead to the increase of 2 log ` − 1 read-query entries in L. Hence, the
L is increased by the list of 2 log ` − 1 value (k, R, r1 )||...||(k, R, r2`−1 ), where the
indices rj are ordered in decreasing order according to their location in the simulator's

this

history

emulated tree. This perfectly mimics the real world behavior.

On input (write, i, x) at interface Ck :
updated sub-tree

T`+i−1

Each write request can be divided into two two

T`+i−1

phases: (1) the retrieval of sub-tree

and its validity check and (2) writing the

back to the server memory (except for the root

validity check was passed. Phase (1) is simulated as before by

simauth

N0 )

in case the

and thus we focus

on the second phase.

authP [L, SMRkΣ1 ,2` ], the tree T`+i−1 is updated locally and each node
is subsequently written back to SMR. The history Hist of the resource is thus increased
by the following list of 2 log ` − 1 values, namely (k, W, r1 , Nr1 )||...||(k, W, r2`−1 , N2`−1 ).
In the real system

In the ideal system, the procedure

UpdateLog

will replace this entry in the history

by the appropriate sequence of write-requests only if the write-request was successful.
Note that the simulator
update (in which case

simauth

is informed whether a client write resulted in a successful

Hist[q] = (k, W, i, x)) or whether the update failed (in which case

Hist[q] = (k, Fail, i, x)).

On input getHist at interface SH :

In the real system, the output is the entire history of

SMR. By the above analysis, a straightforward inductive argument shows that in system
simSauth aSMRkΣ,` , the simulator's simulated history L, which is output upon this query,
emulates the real-world view perfectly.

On input (write, r, x) at interface SI :

An adversarial write request in the real world is

a simple replacement of the memory cell

r

of

SMR.

If the value

x

corresponds to the

last honest value written to this cell, then this operation might provoke that now certain
sub-trees

T`+i−1

become valid again (and hence be involved in successful read and write

requests).

simauth checks, for i = 0 to ` − 1,
T`+i−1 in its simulated server memory became valid again and issues
(restore, i) to aSMR in this case.
In the other case, if the value x is unequal to the value Nr being replaced, this might lead
This is simulated in the ideal world in that simulator

whether any sub-tree

to a couple of corrupted (logical) memory cells since certain sub-trees become invalid in

authP [L, SMRkΣ1 ,2` ].
k
S
In the ideal world simauth aSMRΣ,` , the simulator simauth rst updates its internal storage
up to the current point by invoking UpdateLog to get the actual value of Nr . If Nr 6= x,
simauth issues a (delete, i)-query to aSMR for each location i whose tree T`+i−1 got
the real system

invalid due to this update.
This update, however, only simulates the real world perfectly if the change
to an invalid sub-tree for the case

Nr 6= x.

Nr ← x

led

This is the case, if the authentication of

x
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BAD
x, that has never been written to location

is invalid or if timestamps do not satisfy the invariant. The bad event, denoted by
occurs if the adversary manages to write a value

r

and which nevertheless results in a valid sub-tree. We dierent two cases:

r stores a leaf node, this implies that x has the format (v 0 , t0r , tag 0 ) for
0
which tr > tr
v 0 6= v
t0r ≥ tr ) holds, since for t0r < t0r a valid sub-tree gets
invalid since the overall invariant cannot longer hold (since the root value N0 would
0
0
be too large.) Hence, tag corresponds to a valid forgery for the message (r, v , tr ) of

1. If location

or (

and

fsk (.).

r stores an internal node, this implies that x has the format (t0r , tag) with
0
tr > tr (as otherwise it would constitute a reduction of the sum of the timestamps
which will then eventually be smaller than N0 ). In this case, tag corresponds to a
0
forgery for the message (r, tr ) of fsk (.).
Hence, we conclude that the real and ideal system are identical until event BAD occurs.
2. If location

On input (read, r) at interface SH :
value at location

r

of

SMR.

In the real system, this query returns the current

This is either the last value written by any client inter-

face or the last value written by the adversary. In the ideal system, the simulator updates
its internal simulation of the server memory on each activation and hence, returns either
the last value written to

r

according to its simulated history

L

or the value that was

written by an adversarial write.

On inputs startWriteMode and stopWriteMode at interface W:
tem

authP [L, SMRkΣ1 ,2` ],

First, in the real sys-

the rst input allows the adversary to access and modify the

server storage until the input

stopWriteMode is input. The same holds for the the ideal
simSauth aSMRkΣ,` , since the simulator does not react on adversarial queries at
interface SI in case intrusion = false and is allowed to access interface SI of resource
aSMR if and only if intrusion is set.

system

This concludes the analysis of the behavior. We see that the real system system and the ideal

BAD implies
fsk (.). We now design the straightforward
MAC
reduction from a distinguisher D to an adversary A := DC against Gf
. C simulates the
MAC
real system, but evaluates the MAC-function using oracle queries to the game Gf
. If D
issues a write-query at interface SI that provokes event BAD, C issues this value as a forgery
MAC
to Gf
. Hence, we can conclude the proof by noting that

system are identical until event

BAD

occurs. In particular, the occurrence of

a successful forgery against the MAC function

∆D (authP [L, SMRkΣ1 ,2` ],simSauth aSMRkΣ,` )
k

≤ PrD(authP [L,SMRΣ1 ,2` ]) [BAD] ≤ Γ DC (GMAC
).
f
t
u

Replacing the MAC by a digital signature scheme
An alternative way to message authentication codes are digital signatures. They oer a way
to relax the security requirements on the local storage, as the public key does not have to
remain private. Furthermore, using a digital signature scheme allows to technically separate
write access from read access. A party can write to the memory if and only if it possesses
the secret key. Everyone possessing the public key can read the values authentically. Looking
ahead, this further implies that the audit scheme of Sect. 7.1, if based on digital signatures,
is an audit scheme that an external party can execute. Such schemes are known as publicly
veriable proofs of storage.

The protocol.

We replace the MAC function fsk in the protocol converters initauth and
authRW by a digital signature scheme (K, S, V ) and denote the new protocol converters as
sig
initsig
auth and authRW , respectively. These protocols are essentially identical to the protocols
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 except for the obvious changes: In particular, the initialization protocol
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initsig
auth is dened as initauth except that the instructions sk ← K and (write, 1, sk) to generate
and store the secret key for the MAC function are replaced by the generation of a key pair

(sk , vk ) ← K

and storing the secret key

sk

in

L

and storing the public key in

L0 ,

where

L0

is

a local memory which has an additional for the server to read the contents. Furthermore, for
both converters

sig
initsig
auth and authRW , the format


 (xi , tr , Ssk ((r, xi , tr)))
Nr = (tr , Ssk ((r, tr )))


t0

of the nodes takes the following form:

if r ≥ ` (i = r − ` + 1)
if r < `
if r = 0.

tag of a node is accomplished by evaluating
Vvk ((r, tr ), tag) (for an internal node), respectively.

Similarly, verication of an authentication tag

Vvk ((r, xi , tr ), tag)

(for a leaf ) and

Theorem 2. Let k, ` ∈ N and let Σ1 = Σ × Zq × T for some nite (alphabet) set Σ . The
sig
sig
protocol authsig := (initsig
auth , authRW , . . . , authRW ) described above based on a digital signature
scheme (K, S, V ) with signature space T constructs the authentic server-memory resource
aSMRkΣ,` from the basic server-memory resource SMRkΣ1 ,2` and a local private memory L
(of constant size) and a local non-private memory L0 (where the verication key is stored).
More specically, there is a simulator sim and a reduction C such that for all distinguishers D,
S
k
k
0
∆D (honSrvS authsig
P [L, L , SMRΣ1 ,2` ], honSrv aSMRΣ,` ) = 0

and
Proof.

k
k
S
DC
0
(GEUCMA ).
∆D (authsig
P [L, L , SMRΣ1 ,2` ], sim aSMRΣ,` ) ≤ Γ

The simulator, the reduction, and the proof are analogous to Theorem 1 and hence

t
u

omitted.

5.2

Condential from Authentic Server-Memory Resources

The protocol.

We again specify two converters, which we call

privRW

ENC = (G, E, D)

and

(for the clients). Let

scheme with message space
executes

G

to get a key

κ

Σ,

ciphertext space

initpriv

(for initialization)

be a (CPA-secure) private-key encryption

C,

and key space

and stores the key in the local memory

L.

K:

To initialize,

authentic server-memory resource, the converters behave as follows: On input
the outer interface, encrypt

x

and output

(write, i, Eκ (x))

to

initpriv

To read and write to the

aSMR.

(write, i, x)

at

If the write-operation

 (indicating an error), output  at the outer interface. On input (read, i) at the outer
(read, i) to aSMR. If the received ciphertext is c 6= , output Dκ (c) at the
interface and  otherwise. The protocol is described in detail in Fig. 10.

returns

interface, output
outer

Theorem 3. Let k, ` ∈ N and let Σ be an alphabet. The described protocol, i.e., the tuple of
converters priv := (initpriv , privRW , . . . , privRW ) (with a private-key encryption scheme ENC
with ciphertext space C ) constructs the condential (and authentic) server-memory resource
cSMRkΣ,` from the authentic server-memory resource aSMRkC,` and a local private memory
L (of constant size), with respect to the simulator simpriv as dened in Fig. 11 and the pair
(honSrv, honSrv). More specically, we construct a reduction CI such that for all distinguishers D,
∆D (honSrvS privP [L, aSMRkC,` ], honSrvS cSMRkΣ,` ) = 0

and

CPA
∆D (privP [L, aSMRkC,` ], simSpriv cSMRkΣ,` ) = q · ∆DCI (GCPA
0 , G1 ),

where q is the total number of write operations at the client interfaces.
Proof (Sketch.).

The correctness condition is again easy to verify. For the security condition,

consider the simulator

simpriv

in Fig. 11 that generates an encryption key by its own and

simulates the content for each write operation to be the encryption of the xed value

λ ∈

Composable and Robust Outsourced Storage
Converter

initpriv

Converter

Interface out
Input: init :
κ←G
output (write, 1, κ) at in to L
output init at in to aSMR
for i = 1 to ` do
(write, i, Eκ (λ))
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privRW

Interface out
Input: (read, i)
output (read, 1) at in to L
Let κ be the returned value
output (read, i) at in to aSMR
Let c be the returned value
if c 6=  then
return Dκ (c)
else
return 

Input: (read, i)

Dened the same as for privRW in Fig. 10

Input: (write, i, x) :

Input: (write, i, x)
output (read, 1) at in to L
Let κ be the returned value
output (write, i, Eκ (x)) at in to aSMR
if the write operation returns  then
return  at out

Dened the same as for privRW in Fig. 10

Input: initComplete :
output initComplete at in to aSMR

The initialization protocol (left) and the converter for the clients (right) to realize a condential server memory from an authentic server memory.
Fig. 10.

Σ.

Furthermore,

simpriv

simply forwards deletion-operations to

aSMR.

To argue about the

security, a simple hybrid argument follows.
Let q be an upper bound on the number of write-queries at the client interfaces. For
i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, we dene the system Hi that behaves as privP [L, aSMRkΣ,` ] for the rst i
write-queries. However, for subsequent write-queries, not the real encrypted value is written
to

aSMR,

equivalent
only dier

privP [L, aSMRkΣ,` ] and H0 is
k
S
to simpriv cSMRΣ,` . Intuitively, since two adjacent hybrid systems Hi−1 and Hi
in the way the ith write-query is encrypted (either the real value or λ), the overall
but the encryption of

λ.

Hence,

Hq

is equivalent to

security follows from the indistinguishability of ciphertexts.
To complete this last step, we dene the reduction system

Ci

that behaves like

Hi ,

but

instead of computing the encryptions and decryptions by itself, it queries the encryption and

GCPA
. In particular, on the j th write-query input (write, i, x),
b
CPA
CPA
ask Gb
for the encryption of x if j < i, ask Gb
for the encryption of λ if j > i, and, in
case j = i, challenge game Gb with input (x, λ) to receive the ciphertext. We immediately see
decryption oracles of game

that

Hi = Ci GCPA
= Ci+1 GCPA
0
1 .

CI be the system that rst chooses i ∈ {1, . . . , q} uniformly at random
Ci and let us dene the distinguisher D0 := DCI . We have that

Let
as

Pr[D0 (GCPA
0 ) = 1] =

(1)

and then behaves

q
1 X
·
Pr[D(Ci GCPA
0 ) = 1]
q i=1

and

0

Pr[D

(GCPA
1 )

q
q−1
1 X
1 X
CPA
= 1] = ·
Pr[D(Ci G1 ) = 1] = ·
Pr[D(Ci GCPA
0 ) = 1],
q i=1
q i=0

where the last equality follows from Equation 1.
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Converter

simpriv

Initialization
κG
Linit ← (0, W, 1, Eκ (λ))|| . . . ||(0, W, `, Eκ (λ))
pos ← 1
Interface SH
Input: getHist :
UpdateLog

return L

Input: (read, i), i ∈ [`] :
UpdateLog

if S[i] =  then
return S[i]
else

Determine the last entry in L that wrote a value ci at location i

return ci
Interface SI

(intrusion = true)

Input: (delete, i) ∈ [`]
UpdateLog

S[i] ← 
output (delete, i) at in to cSMR

Input: (restore, i) :
S[i] ← ⊥
output (restore, i) at in to cSMR
procedure UpdateLog
output getHist at in to cSMR

Let

Hist

be the returned value

for j = pos to |Hist| do
if Hist[j] = (0, init) then
L ← Linit
else if Hist[j] = (k, R, i) then
L ← L||(k, R, i)
else if Hist[j] = (k, W, i) then
L ← L||(k, W, i, Eκ (λ))
else if Hist[j] = (k, Fail, i) then
L ← L||(k, Fail, i, Eκ (λ))
pos ← |Hist| + 1
Fig. 11.

The simulator for the construction of a condential memory.

Finally, we compute the distinguishing advantage by

∆D (privP [L, aSMRkΣ,` ], simSpriv cSMRkΣ,` )
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Hq =Cq GCPA
0

=

|Pr[D(Cq GCPA
0 )

=|

q
X

H0 =C0 GCPA
0

= 1] − Pr[D(C0 GCPA
0 ) = 1]|

Pr[D(Ci GCPA
0 ) = 1] −

i=1

q−1
X

Pr[D(Ci GCPA
0 ) = 1]|

i=0
0

= q · |Pr[D

(GCPA
0 )

This concludes the proof.

5.3

0

D
CPA
CPA
= 1] − Pr[D0 (GCPA
1 ) = 1]| = q · ∆ (G0 , G1 ).

t
u

Secure from Condential Server-Memory Resources

We present an enhanced version of the Path ORAM protocol. The original Path ORAM
protocol is due to Stefanov et al. [57]. In particular, we complement the original protocol with
a proper error handling such that the protocol realizes the secure server-memory resource
from an authentic and condential server-memory resource.

Composable and Robust Outsourced Storage
Converter
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initsec

Interface out
Input: init :
Prepare 2` − 1 nodes Nr ← (0, λ)Z
S←∅
position ← empty list with a capacity of ` items
for i = 1 to ` do
S ← S ∪ {(i, λ)}
position[i]  {1, . . . `}
for x = 1 to ` do
for lv = L, L − 1, . . . , 0 do
Let r be the memory address of node P(x, lv)
Let d be the number of dummy blocks in node Nr
S 0 ← {(i0 , v 0 ) ∈ S | P(x, lv) = P(position[i0 ], lv)}
m ← min{|S 0 |, Z, d}
Truncate S 0 to m blocks
S ← S \ S0
Denote the blocks in S 0 by bi , i = 1 . . . m
for k = 1 to Z do
if Nr [k] = (0, λ) then
Nr [k] ← bk
for all nodes Nr in decreasing order of index do
output (write, r, Nr ) at in to cSMR
Input: (read, i) or (write, i, x):
Dened the same as for secRW in Fig. 13
Input: initComplete :
output initComplete at in to cSMR
Fig. 12.

The initialization protocol for the realization of a secure server memory.

Overview and notation.

The protocol maintains a tree structure on the server-memory

` is a power of two), the binary tree
Nr of the tree can hold Z memory
blocks
greater or equal to 4 [57]). As usual, the tree is stored in
the server memory in linear ordering from 1 to 2` − 1, where in location 1 the root node N1
is stored and where the leaves are located at addresses ` to 2` − 1. We refer to the leaf node
at address ` + i − 1 as the ith leaf node. For such a leaf node, the unique path to the root
of the tree is denoted P(i) and by P(i, lv) we denote the node at level lv on this path. The
total number of blocks stored on the server is thus Z · (2` − 1).
The clients stores a position map position, which is a table of size L · ` bits and maps all
resource. For a logical memory with

L = log(`) (and thus `
(where Z is a small constant

has height

`

positions (assume

leaves). Each node

logical addresses to the index of its associate leaf node. At any time during protocol execution,

i ∈ [`], if position[i] = x, then the correct data
(i, v) is contained in a node on the path P(x) or in the stash S . The stash is a local buer

the invariant holds that for any logical address
block

maintained by the client that stores data blocks that overow during the protocol execution.
A data block overows if all suitable nodes in the tree are already occupied by real memory
blocks. The number of overowing blocks is proven to be small in [57].

Protocol.

Initially, the tree is initialized to contain

each address

i ∈ [`].

`

empty blocks of the form

L and to
position[i]  {1, . . . `}. Since

addition, the position table and the stash are stored in the shared memory
address

i,

(i, λ)

for

Upon initialization, the tree is built to contain these empty blocks. In

a uniformly random leaf node is assigned, i.e.,

node of the tree should be a list of exactly

Z

each
each

elements, each node is complemented with the

necessary amount of dummy elements which we encode as

(0, λ)

(as opposed to real elements

that contain the normal addresses and the associated data block). The entire tree is then

initsec in Fig. 12.
v , the client
reads the associated index of the leaf node x ← position[i] and reassigns position[i] to a new
uniformly random leaf. Next, the client retrieves all nodes on the path P(x) from the server
memory (from leaf to root) and all found real elements (j, v) (j > 0) are added to the stash.

written to the server storage. We give the formal description of converter
To access a logical address

i

to either read or update the corresponding value
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In case the value at position
Finally, the nodes of

P(x)

i

is to be updated, it is assigned a new value at this point.

are newly built and written back to the server. In this write-back

phase, as many blocks as possible from the local stash are pushed onto this path. To deal
with failures on a read or write-access to a logical address

i,

the protocol behaves as follows:

if during the above execution, a read request to the server is answered by
a node is deleted, then the logical address

position[i] ← .

i

,

indicating that

is marked as invalid in the local position table

To remain oblivious in this case, the protocol subsequently writes back all

previously retrieved nodes without any modications (yielding a sequence of dummy accesses).
In a subsequent request to retrieve logical block
in the position table and just return

.

i,

the protocol will detect the invalid entry

To remain oblivious, the protocol additionally reads

a uniformly random path from the outsourced binary tree and subsequently re-writes the
very same elements without modications (again yielding a sequence of dummy accesses). If
during these dummy accesses an error occurs, i.e., the server-memory resource returns

 upon

a request, this is simply ignored. This concludes the description of the protocol. A more precise
specication can be found Fig. 13. We denote this client converter by

secRW .

The security of

the protocol is assured by the following theorem. It implies that the above error-handling for
Path ORAM is sucient to realize the secure server-memory resource and to ensure strong
security guarantees.

Theorem 4. Let k, `, Z ∈ N and Σ1 := (({0} ∪ [`]) × Σ)Z for some nite non-empty set
Σ . The above described protocol sec := (initsec , secRW , . . . , secRW ) (with k copies of secRW )
constructs the secure server-memory resource sSMRk,1
Σ,` from the condential (and authentic)
k
server-memory resource cSMRΣ1 ,2` and a local memory, with respect to the simulator simsec
described in Fig. 14 and the pair (honSrv, honSrv). More specically, for all distinguishers D
∆D (honSrvS secP [L, cSMRkΣ1 ,2` ], honSrvS sSMRk,1
Σ,` ) = 0

and
Proof.

∆D (secP [L, cSMRkΣ1 ,2` ], simSsec sSMRk,1
Σ,` ) = 0.

We prove the security condition and again analyze the input-output behavior of both

systems involved. To this end, we consider the possible inputs at each interface.

On input init, initComplete at interface C0 :
secP [L, cSMRkΣ1 ,2` ],

the converter

assigning to each logical address

i

initsec

T

init

to the real system, i.e., to

position

by

the corresponding leaf number uniformly at random.

Then, the converter stores all initial blocks
the binary tree

On input

rst initializes the position map

consisting of nodes

N0

(i, λ) for i = 1 . . . ` in the stash S . Subsequently,
N2`−1 (in the usual linear ordering) is locally

to

built: each path from any leaf to the root is examined and as many blocks as possible are
pushed from the stash
in the stash

S

S

to a node in the tree. After this step, a block

(i, λ) is either found

(stored in the local memory) or within the tree in any of the nodes of the

P(i). Finally, the whole tree is written to the server-memory resource (in decreasing
2` − 1 entries (0, W, r) for r = 2` − 1 . . . 1 to the
k,1
S
In the ideal system simsec sSMRΣ,` , the command sets the value of any storage location
to λ and adds the initial entry (0, init) to the history. The simulator will replace this
rst entry by the list Linit that contains the simulated accesses that would happen in the

path

order of the linear index), which adds

real world. This perfectly emulates the real-world view.
Finally, on input

initComplete, both systems deactivate interface C0

and the other client

interfaces are operational from this point onwards.

On input (read, i) at interface Ck :

Upon this input at a client interface of the real system

secP [L, cSMRkΣ1 ,2` ], the protocol executes a write access to the memory resource. Inspecting the program code in Fig. 13, the function
where the operation

op = R

updatePath is executed in read-mode, i.e.,

(and hence no other arguments need to be specied). First,

the current leaf node of address

i

is read from the position table (line 2). The program

now branches into two tracks: if a valid leaf index

x

is returned, then the instructions on

lines 5 to 41 are executed. The other case corresponds to the event that a previous access
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secRW

Interface out
Input: (read, i)
v ← UpdatePath(R, i, ⊥)
return v
Input: (write, i, v)
v 0 ← UpdatePath(W, i, v)
if v 0 = ⊥ then
return 
else
return ok
1: function Update path(op, i, v 0 )
2:
Res ← ⊥
3:
Retrieve the stash S and the position table position from L
4:
x ← position[i]
5:
if x 6=  then
6:
position[i]  {1, . . . , `}
7:
for lv = L, L − 1, . . . , 0 do
8:
Let r be the memory address of node P(x, lv)
9:
output (read, r) at in to cSMR
10:
Store the returned value as Nr
11:
if all fetched nodes Nr 6=  and P(x) is not marked as invalid then
12:
for each node Nr do
13:
Parse Nr as a list of Z blocks bi ∈ {(i, v) | i ∈ N} ∪ {λ}
14:
for i = 1 to Z do
15:
if bi 6= (0, λ) then
16:
S ← S ∪ {bi }
17:
Retrieve block b from S such that b = (i, v) for some v ∈ Σ
18:
Res ← v
19:
if op = W then
20:
Replace (i, v) in S by (i, v 0 )
21:
for lv = L, L − 1, . . . , 0 do
22:
Let r be the memory address of node P(x, lv)
23:
N ← []
24:
S 0 ← {(i0 , v 0 ) ∈ S | P(x, lv) = P(position[i0 ], lv)}
25:
m ← min{|S 0 |, Z}
26:
Truncate S 0 to m blocks
27:
S ← S \ S0
28:
Denote the blocks in S 0 by bi , i = 1 . . . m
29:
for k = 1 to Z do
30:
if k ≤ m then
31:
N ← N ||bk
32:
else
33:
N ← N ||(0, λ)
34:
output (write, N, r) at in to cSMR
35:
if the write query returns  then
36:
Mark all paths containing node P(x, lv) as invalida
37:
else
38:
position[i] ← 
39:
for lv = L, L − 1, . . . , 0 do
40:
Let r be the memory address of node P(x, lv)
41:
output (write, r, Nr ) at in to cSMR
42:
else
. Simulate dummy accesses if logical address i is marked invalid.
43:
x  {1, . . . , `}
44:
for lv = L, L − 1, . . . , 0 do
45:
Let r be the memory address of node P(x, lv)
46:
output (read, r) at in to cSMR
47:
Store the returned value as Nr
48:
for lv = L, L − 1, . . . , 0 do
49:
Let r be the memory address of node P(x, lv)
50:
output (write, r, Nr ) at in to cSMR
51:
Store the stash S and the position table position in L
52:
return Res

a Encoded in the position table

The converter for the clients to realize a secure server memory from a condential and
authentic server memory.
Fig. 13.
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Converter

simsec

Initialization
for i = 1 to 2` − 1 do
Ni ← valid
Let T be the binary tree consisting of nodes N0 , . . . , N2`−1 in linear ordering
Linit ← (0, init)||(0, W, 2` − 1)|| . . . ||(0, W, 1)
pos ← 1
L ← []
Interface SH
Input: getHist :
UpdateLog

return L

Input: (read, r), r ∈ [2` − 1] :
UpdateLog

return λ

Interface SI

(intrusion = true)

Input: (delete, r) ∈ [2` − 1]
UpdateLog

Nr ← invalid
I ← {i ∈ [`] | Path PT (i) contains at least one invalid node}
|I|
α← `
output (pollute, α) at in to sSMR

Input: (restore, r) :
UpdateLog

Iold ← {i ∈ [`] | Path PT (i) contains at least one invalid node}
Ni ← valid
Inew ← {i ∈ [`] | Path PT (i) contains at least one invalid node}
|I
|−|Inew |
δ ← old
`

output (reducePollution, δ) at in to sSMR

. Inew ⊆ Iold

procedure UpdateLog
output getHist at in to sSMR

Let

Hist

be the returned value

for j = pos to |Hist| do
if Hist[j] = (0, init) then
L ← Linit
I ←∅
else if Hist[j] = (k, Access) then
I ← {i ∈ [`] | Path PT (i) contains only valid nodes}
else if Hist[j] = (k, Failed) then
I ← {i ∈ [`] | Path PT (i) contains at least one invalid node}
if I 6= ∅ then
xI
for lv = L, L − 1, . . . , 0 do
. Simulate read access.
Let r be the address of simulated node Nr = PT (x, lv)
L ← L||(k, R, r)
for lv = L, L − 1, . . . , 0 do
. Simulate write access.
Let r be the address of simulated node Nr = PT (x, lv)
if Nr = valid then
L ← L||(k, W, r)
else
L ← L||(k, Fail, r)
pos ← |Hist| + 1
Fig. 14.

The simulator for the construction of a secure memory.
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i
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was invalid and lines 42 to 50 are executed instead. Let us focus on

the successful branch rst: the client downloads all nodes corresponding to the path from
the

xth

leaf node to the root. The accessed path is determined in a uniformly random

way, since each time a path for logical address

i

is successfully accessed, a new uniformly

random value is written to the position and determines to be accessed the next time when
address

i

is to be read (line 6). If all retrieved nodes are valid, i.e., if the test on line 11

is passed, all the blocks contained in the nodes are added to the local stash

S

(lines 12 to

16) and nally the retrieved value is read from the stash (lines 17 and 18). To conclude
this operation, the updated path is written back to the condential server memory (lines
21 to 34). The update step tries to push as many blocks as possible from the stash into
the tree nodes. Only the blocks

P(x)

and

P(j)

(j, v)

can be inserted into a node in the intersection of

(condition on line 24). However, if the test on line 11 is not passed, i.e., if

an invalid node is retrieved, then the currently read logical block is declared as invalid by
setting the position table

position[i] ← 

on line 38. Furthermore, the client simply writes

back the nodes it just retrieved without modication. Some of these writes might not be
successful but this can safely be ignored (as nothing is changed). Overall, we conclude
that this branch adds in any case
history of

log(`)

read-requests and

log(`)

write-requests to the

cSMR.

The second branch is taken if the position
42 to 50). Then, the protocol simply sends

i is known to have
log(`) read-requests

failed in the past (lines
to the server to retrieve

a randomly chosen path and then rewrites the path unaltered. This adds another

log(`)

write-request to the history.
Overall, the probability that an access to logical address
not been an invalid access
paths and all

i

is successful given there has

4 since initialization, is exactly the ratio of the number of valid

` paths. Similarly, the probability that an access to logical address i is invalid

given there has not been an invalid access since initialization, is exactly the ratio of the

`

number of invalid paths and all
will return

`



paths. In any other case, an access to logical address

with probability one. Finally, we observe that on input

(read, i)

i

each of the

paths of the tree has equal probability to be accessed.

Let us now consider the ideal system

simSsec sSMRk,1
Σ,` .

Upon a read-query, we again have

two possible branches. This is seen by inspecting the program code of
read request at interface

Ck

for

k > 0.5

to address i, the probability of a successful access is exactly
access is exactly

α,

where

α

on a client-

1 − α,

and that of an invalid

is the pollution factor that can be set by the simulator. In

each step of the execution, the simulator
ratio of invalid paths and all

sSMR

Given that there has never been an invalid access

`

simsec

maintains the invariant that

α

equals the

possible paths. In particular, as explained below, on each

deletion-query by the distinguisher, the simulator updates the parameter

α

accordingly.

We now look at how the simulator simulates the real-world memory access and maintains
the simulated history. The simulator is informed, whether an operation was evaluated to
be successful (entry
(entry

(k, Failed)

(k, Access)

in the history), or whether it was evaluated to be a fail

in the history). In the rst case, the simulator chooses a random path

from all the paths that only contain valid nodes. (The statistics which nodes are valid and
which are not is maintained as explained below for input

(delete, r)

to interface

SI ).

In

the second case, the simulator simulates the accesses to a random path from the set of all
paths that contain at least one invalid node. Overall, this means that on input

(read, i) to

1
` . This
is easily seen by a case distinction: the probability that a particular valid path is added
#valid paths
#invalid paths
to the history is (1 − α) ·
. For α =
this gives us a probability of
`
`
1
for all valid paths. The other case is analogous and we see that on each read-request, a
`
resource

sSMR,

the probability for any xed path to be added to the history is

uniformly random path is added to the history.

4
5

We mean an access that returned .
Recall that for the sake of simplicity (and without loss of generality), we do not assume any failure
during the initialization phase.
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We can conclude that the behavior of the simulator mimics the real world behavior. In
particular, the simulated history is updated accordingly such that the failure probabilities
are identical, as well as the distribution of the access pattern in the simulated history.

On input (write, i, x) at interface Ck :
function

On a write-instruction to the systems, the same

updatePath is executed, but with arguments op = W, i and v0 , where v0 is the

new value for address

i.

The code for this case is identical to the read case except for

the instructions on lines 19 and 20. Since these two lines do not aect the observable
behavior, the analysis of this case follows from the analysis of the previous analysis of the
read-instructions.

On input getHist at interface SH :

In the real system, the output is the history of

cSMR.

By the above analysis, a straightforward inductive argument shows that in case of system

simSsec sSMRk,1
Σ,` ,

L,

the simulator's internally maintained history

which is output upon

this query, emulates the real-world view perfectly.

On input (restore, r) at interface SI :

In the real system, the restore operation makes a

node, which was invalid before, become valid again. This means that the number of valid
paths might increase. In fact, for all logical address

i,

that have not failed on any access

so far, the probability thus increases that the next read or write request is successful. The
already failed addresses are not aected by this change since the local position table is
not aected by a restore command.
In the ideal system, the simulator updates the pollution factor

sSMR

α

of the server memory

accordingly by recomputing the ratio of invalid paths after the node

Nr

becomes

valid again (note that this ratio will not increase). Hence, in both worlds, the eects of a
restore command are identical.

On input (delete, r) at interface SI :

In the real system, the delete operation makes a

node, which was valid before, become invalid. This means that the number of invalid
paths increases. In fact, for all logical address i, that have not failed on any access so far,
the probability thus increases that the next read or write request fails. The already failed
addresses are not aected by this change since the local position table is not aected by
a deletion command.

α of the server memory
sSMR by recomputing the ratio of invalid paths after the node Nr becomes invalid again.

In the ideal system, the simulator updates the pollution factor

Hence, in both worlds, the eects of a deletion command are identical.

On input (read, r) at interface SH :
turn the dummy symbol

λ.

On any command

(read, r)

This holds by denition of system

both systems simply re-

cSMR

in the real world

simsec in the ideal world.
On inputs startWriteMode and stopWriteMode at interface W: In case of the real sysk
tem secP [L, cSMRΣ ,2` ], the rst input allows the adversary to access and modify the
1
server storage until the input stopWriteMode is input. The same holds for the the ideal
k,1
S
system simsec sSMRΣ,` , since the simulator does not react on adversarial queries at interface SI in case intrusion = false and is allowed to access interface SI of resource sSMR
and by denition of the simulator

if and only if

intrusion is set.

This ends our analysis of the behavior. We conclude that on each input, the observable eects

t
u

are identical for the real system and the ideal system. The statement follows.

Client-side storage reduction.

At rst sight, the client storage overhead seems unpractical

since the size of the position map is

` log(`)

bits, which corresponds roughly to

if we assume that each data block has a size

B

of (at least)

log(`)

`

data blocks

bits. There are a couple

of techniques suggested to reduce this storage overhead. Stefanov et al. [56] show that under
realistic workloads, the table can be described using only

0.255`

bytes. Hence, even for an

outsourced storage in the order of a couple of terabytes, the position table would not exceed
one gigabyte. A second technique to reduce the client storage overhead is by outsourcing
the position itself in a clever way. However, not all schemes are equally suitable as will be
discussed in the next section.
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Improving the resilience by replication.
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There is a simple protocol that improves the

t times within the secure
k,1
sSMRk,t
Σ,` from sSMRΣ,t·` . Recall

resilience to losing data blocks. The protocol stores each data block
server memory. Formally, this protocol constructs resource

that in the former resource, only failing to read (or write) a logical memory cell more than

t

times implies that the data block is not accessible any more. We sketch the converter for

initrep,t and the client converter rept .
init at the outer interface of initrep,t , output init to sSMRk,1
Σ,t·` and additionally
store for each i ∈ ` the value ci (initially zero) in the local storage L. The value ci denotes the
number of failed accesses to logical address i. On input (read, i) to converter initrep,t or rept ,
k,1
output (read, i + min{ci , t − 1}) and return whatever is returned by resource sSMRΣ,t·` . In
case  is returned, the converter sets ci ← ci + 1. On input (write, i, x) to converter initrep,t
k,1
or rept output (write, i + r, x) to sSMRΣ,t·` for all r = 0 . . . t − 1 and output  at the outer
interface for each failed write access to the resource (and ok for the others). For this protocol,
initialization, denoted
On input

one can show the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Let k, `, t ∈ N. be a secure server-memory resource with the usual parameters. The
above described replication protocol rep := (initrep,t , rept , . . . , rept ) (with k copies of rept ) constructs the secure server-memory resource sSMRk,t
Σ,` from the secure server-memory resource
k,1
sSMRΣ,t·` . More specically, there is a simulator simrep such that for all distinguishers D,
k,t
S
∆D (honSrvS repP [L, sSMRk,1
Σ, t·` ], honSrv sSMRΣ,` ) = 0

and

5.4

k,t
S
∆D (repP [L, sSMRk,1
Σ, t·` ], simrep sSMRΣ,` ) = 0.

Do all ORAM Schemes realize a Secure Server-Memory Resource?

Our formalization provides strong security guarantees. Especially, the failure probabilities
are required to be independent and the same for each memory location. However, not all
existing ORAM schemes satisfy this level of security. We elaborate on two popular ORAM
schemes. We show that in the recursive Path ORAM scheme by Stefanov et al. [56], failures
among memory locations are correlated. In the case of the Goodrich-Mitzenmacher ORAM
scheme [33], we show that the failure probabilities are not the same for all (logical) memory
locations.

The recursive Path ORAM scheme.

A beautiful technique to reduce the client storage

overhead is by using the Path ORAM scheme recursively as suggested by Stefanov et al. [56].
In recursive Path ORAM, the position table itself is outsourced using another (and smaller)
instance of a Path ORAM scheme. This smaller instance could itself outsource its position
table to an even smaller ORAM scheme etc. The nal instance (i.e., the base case), stores its

B > log(n), each recursive
B
log(n) > 1, where each block is used
entries of the position table. Hence, after recursion depth in the order of

position table in the local memory. Assuming a constant block size
instance reduces the number of positions by a factor
to store (roughly)

O(log(`)),

f

f :=

the position table stored in the client storage is of size roughly

log(`)

data blocks.

A formal proof of this is given in [56].
Let us rst describe one (recursion) step of this procedure in our formalism: We consider
the similar scenario as before, but we replace the local memory

L

by an instance of a secure

`0 < `
storage locations, each of which holds a tuple of f values of the position table position. The
0
protocols need to be adapted only slightly: let the converter initsec be dened as initsec except

server-memory resource

sSMR.

This additional secure server storage memory has

that the position table is written to secure server-memory resource instead of the private

L. Let further sec0RW be dened as converter secRW but instead of the instruction x ←
position[i], the converter computes q ← (i − 1) div f and sends a read instruction (read, q + 1)
to the secure memory to obtain the tuple (position[f q + 1], . . . , position[f (q + 1) − 1]), where
the desired value x is at position i − qf in the tuple. Similarly, the subsequent update step
memory
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position[i] ← x

now consists of rst updating the tuple at the respective location and then

sending a write instruction to the secure memory resource to write the entire tuple back to
location

q + 1.

The question now is: does the protocol still realize a secure server-memory resource?
Unfortunately, the answer to this question is negative. On an intuitive level, the reason is that
logical memory addresses are grouped in blocks. For example, the logical memory locations

i = 1 . . . f,

i.e., their mappings

position[1] . . . position[f ],

are an atomic block in the recursive

Path ORAM scheme. This, however, implies that if the lookup fails for one logical address
in

sec0RW ,

then it fails for all the others in that block as well. For the overall scheme, this

means that failing to access the value at location
access the value at location

f +1

i = 2

i = 1

is not independent of failing to

etc. In contrast, failing to access the value at location

is again independent, as it resides in a dierent block of the smaller ORAM scheme.

It is easy to exploit this observation to design a distinguisher that distinguishes the system

6

sec0P [sSMR, cSMR] and its ideal goal, the desired secure memory resource, with noticeable
advantage. This scheme thus only constructs a weaker variant of the resource, where failures
among data blocks are correlated.

ORAM schemes based on a hierarchical structure of hash-tables.

A prominent

ORAM scheme in this category is due to Goodrich and Mitzenmacher [33] which is based
on cuckoo-hashing and follows the hierarchical approach envisioned by Goldreich and Ostrovsky [32]. The hierarchical approach organizes the data in levels, where each level is capable
of storing two times as many elements as the level above. The rst level can be thought of as

` elements (and hence the number
O(log(`)). Each level except the rst is either a standard hash-table or a cuckoo
7
hash-table An element is encoded in the familiar form (i, v), where v denotes the value at
logical address i. On a given level lv , if the pair resides in the table of that level, then it is
lv
8
foudn at location H (i), where H is a hash function. To perform a search for an address i,
lv
each level lv is accessed (starting from the top level) and the location H (i) is read until a
pair (i, v) is found. After the element has been found, the remaining tables are accessed at
an array of small size. The lowest level is capable of storing
of levels is in

uniformly random locations. After all accesses have been performed, the pair is inserted into
the top level array. We denote this random walk through the tables succinctly by

RW (i)

and

understand the above procedure. Inserting the element into the top level is a crucial step:
intuitively, the access pattern does not reveal any information, since after each successful
search (to random locations from the servers point of view), the element will be found in the
top level in a subsequent search and the accesses to lower tables still look random. Overall, no
lookup for an address

i (accessing position H lv (i) on level lv ) is performed twice for the same

table. To maintain this invariant, and to prevent tables from overowing, periodic rebuild
phases occur. Such a rebuild phase servers two purposes: rst, it moves data from one level to
the next lower level in an oblivious way. This has the eect that infrequently accessed items
are more likely to be found in lower tables. Second, new hash functions

H lv (.)

are chosen for

the levels to keep the access pattern random looking. Both of these steps (regular re-hashing
and moving elements downwards in the hierarchy) are crucial to prove its security in a passive
setting [39,33] or in an active setting where the protocol aborts upon detecting an error.
Similar to the construction presented in Sect. 5.3, it seems that each access is essentially
a random walk from the top-level to the bottom level and one would probably expect that
we have equal failure probability on any search for the item with logical address
precisely, we say that an access to address
the current random walk

i

i.

More

is successful if it has never failed in the past and

RW (i) does not access any deleted cell. Thus, one could suspect that
sSMR from a condential and authentic

a similar adaption of the GM scheme would realize

6
7
8

We omit here the parameters of the systems for brevity.
Usually the smaller levels are implemented using standard hash tables and larger levels are implemented using cuckoo hash-tables.
H is usually modeled as a uniform random function.
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memory. However, this is not the case as one can see using the following thought experiment
which lets us conclude that there is a strategy that makes elements of tables higher in the
hierarchy fail with signicantly smaller probability than elements residing towards the bottom
of the hierarchy. Imagine a hierarchy of tables and assume that the address-value pair
is currently stored at some level

lv

(1, v)
v

and that no failure has occurred so far. We assume

to be a uniform random value of some alphabet. Consider an attacker that now deletes a
uniform random location of the hash-table at level
hit exactly the pair
address

(1, v)

lv :

with noticeable probability, this will

and thus delete the information which value is associated to logical

1. If this event happens, no search will ever be able to output v (except with negligible
2lv read operations for a dierent logical address,

probability). Now, imagine that (roughly)
say

2,

are performed. This number of accesses is sucient to provoke a rebuild phase that

lv to the table at the lower lever. However, if the pair
(1, v) was deleted before, the lower level tables cannot contain the correct value for address
1 and hence any subsequent access to this address cannot return a consistent value. We can
thus conclude: the probability that at this point in time, accessing logical address 1 returns
the correct (and valid) value v is equal to the sum of the two probabilities that the actual
moves all elements contained in level

random walk through the tables is valid

and

the probability that it has not been deleted

before this last rebuild phase.

Pr[Access

to address 1 returns correct result]

Pr[RW(1)

is valid]

=

+ Pr[Pair (1, v)

was not deleted before at level lv].

Hence, the probability is not uniform for all data blocks: in fact, items stored at levels lower
than

lv ,

lv

have a signicant lower probability of failing than items stored at levels greater than

since they do not have this additional error term on the right hand side. For example, the

probability of a read operation returning an invalid value is not the same for locations

2

1

and

for the above attacker strategy.
The above observation is likely to have an impact in practical settings, where the ORAM

scheme is used as part of a larger application. Assume that the application stores some control
information in the memory at a known locations (e.g., address

1)

and does not frequently

update this location such that the above considerations apply. Then, an attacker following
the above strategy can conclude, that if the application signals an error (or any other special
behavior) on any future access, then it is more likely that this access pattern corresponds to
an access to logical location

1

than to any other location.

In comparison, this error signaling is not problematic if the underlying protocol fullls our
stronger security goal. The reason is that the attacker can then only introduce failures that
are equally likely for all logical locations and thus there is no bias in the correlation of the
error signal and the access pattern.

6

Auditable Server-Memory Resources

In this section, we introduce the ideal abstraction of auditing mechanisms.

Basic, authenticated, and condential auditable server memory.

The ideal audit is

described in Fig. 15. It provides security guarantees only in a phase where an intruder is not
active.

9 In this case, the check reveals whether the current memory blocks are indeed the

newest version that the client wrote to the storage. If a single data block has changed, the
ideal audit will detect this and output an error to the client. It is obvious that in case of a
successful audit, this guarantee only holds up to the point where the server gains write-access
to the storage again, in which case a new audit has to reveal whether modications have been

9

In fact, this is the only interesting case to consider, since if an intruder is active at the time of an
audit, he can freely decide on the success or failure of the audit. We omit this second case in our
specications for simplicity.
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Resource

audit
{a, c}SMRk,
Σ,n

Server-memory resources are augmented with a new client capability as follows:
Interfaces Cr , r ∈ {1, . . . , k}
Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]

Dened as in the respective resources SMR, aSMR, cSMR

Input: (write, i, x) ∈ [n] × Σ

Dened as in the respective resources SMR, aSMR, cSMR
Input: audit :
if active and not intrusion then
output auditReq at SH
Let d ∈ {allow, abort} be the returned value from SH
if d = allow then
M0 ← empty table
for i = 1 to n do
if ∃k, x, t : Hist[k] = (t, W, i, x) then
k0 ← max{k | ∃t, x : Hist[k] = (t, W, i, x)}
Parse Hist[k0 ] as (t, W, i, x0 )
M0 [i] ← x0
else
M0 [i] ← λ
if M0 = M then
return accept
else
return reject
else
return reject

Description of the auditable server-memory resources (only dierence to ordinary server
memory shown.
Fig. 15.

made. The goal of a scheme providing a proof of storage is to realize

k,audit
from an ordinary server-memory resource.
or cSMRΣ,n

Secure and auditable server memory.

audit
k,audit
SMRk,
Σ,n , aSMRΣ,n ,

We present the ideal audit for secure memory

resources in Fig. 16. Due to the probabilistic nature of resource

sSMR, the ideal retrievability

guarantee for secure memory resources is a probabilistic one. Based on an additional parameter
k,t ,τ,audit
τ , the ideal audit of resource sSMRΣ,nrep
is successful if the probability that the entire
memory cannot be retrieved is smaller than

τ.

The smaller

τ,

the stronger the retrievability

guarantee.

7

Constructing Auditable Server-Memory Resources

In this section, we provide constructions of auditable server-memory resources from ordinary
server-memory resources. In order to show that a protocol achieves a construction, we again
have to prove both conditions of Denition 1. In this section, the default behavior at interface

S

is possibly more complicated, especially if interaction between the server and the client is

required, for example if the client requests the server to compute a hash during an audit.
Still, in the simpler case, the default behavior at interface
dummy converter

honSrv

S

can be described by the usual

with the addition that it always inputs  allow to the resource upon

an audit request. We do not assign it a new name as it is clear from the context.

7.1

Making Authentic Server-Memory Resources Auditable

We now describe a straightforward way to achieve an auditable and authentic (or condential)
server-memory resource from an authentic (or condential) server-memory resource. We again
denote the storage content as
entire storage

F

F = (F1 , . . . , F` ),

with

Fi ∈ Σ .

The main idea is to encode the

(for example an entire backup le) using an erasure code to tolerate a certain
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,τ,audit

Secure server-memory resources are augmented with a new client capability as follows:
Interfaces Cr , r ∈ {1, . . . , k}
Input: (read, i) ∈ [n]
Dened as for sSMR
Input: (write, i, x) ∈ [n] × Σ
Dened as for sSMR
Input: audit :
if active and not intrusion then
output auditReq at SH
Let d ∈ {allow, abort} be the returned value from SH
if d = allow Q
then
trep −Ei
p←1− n
), where Ei := |{j | j ∈ [trep ] and M[i, j] = }|
i=1 (1 − α
(p is the probability that the value of at least one cell cannot be

obtained based on the current state of the resource.)

if p ≤ τ then
return accept
else
return reject
else
return reject

Fig. 16. Description of the auditable secure server-memory resources (only the dierence to the
secure server memory is shown.

fraction of deleted symbols

Fi .

The audit consists sampling a sucient number of random

positions of the encoded version of

F

and to correctly decide whether the information on the

server is sucient to decode the le. This straightforward idea has been studied before, for
example in [52,36], and we briey show how this idea is implemented in our model.

Assumed and constructed resource.
memory resource of size
alphabet

Σ.

The assumed resource is an authenticated server-

(which is used to store a single le consisting of

`

blocks) and

The system achieved is an auditable and authenticated server-memory resource

with alphabet

Σ

The protocol.
converters

`0

ecInit

and

`

locations.

We now describe the protocol in more detail by specifying the two client
(for initialization) and

ecAudit

(to implement the audits). We note that the

default server behavior for this section equals the dummy one (that never deletes anything
and allows all audit requests).

(enc, dec)

(`0 , `, d)

erasure code. On input init to ecInit, the
0
init of its connected resource and computes the encoding F 0 ← enc(λ` ) ∈ Σ ` ,
sets the counter ctr to 0. ctr can be seen as the version number or identier of the currently
k
0
stored memory content. Finally, the converter stores at each location i ∈ [` ] of aSMRΣ,`0
0
the pair (Fi , 0).
On (read, i) to either ecInit or ecAudit, the converter retrieves the whole memory content
0
via (read, i) requests and obtains for each cell either a pair (vi , ctr ) or the error symbol . If
0
ctr 6= ctr (version mismatch) or if  was returned, set F̄i ← ⊥. Otherwise set F̄i ← vi . If |{i ∈
[`0 ] | F̄i0 = ⊥}| ≥ d, then output  at the outer interface, otherwise, compute F ← dec(F̄ 0 ),
0
0
0
where F̄ = (F̄1 , . . . , F̄`0 ), and output Fi .
0
0
On (write, i, Fi ), where Fi ∈ Σ , to either ecInit or ecAudit, the converter rst executes the
same instructions as on input (read, i) to retrieve the currently (outsourced) storage content
F . If and only if the F is successfully retrieved, the converter increments ctr, updates the
0
0
¯0 ← enc(F 0 ) and
single location Fi ← Fi and re-encodes the new memory content F as F
0 10
0
¯
nally outputs (write, i, (F i , ctr)) for all i = 1 . . . ` .
In the sequel, let

be an

converter calls

10

If the code would additionally support local updates and local decoding then reading and writing
could be implemented more eciently.
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ecAudit, the converter chooses a random subset
aSMR for each i ∈ S to retrieve the memory
content at that location. If and only if all read instructions for i ∈ S returned a pair (and not
) and the counter of all pairs are equal to the locally stored value ctr, then output success.
Finally, on a query

S ⊆ [`0 ]

of size

t

(audit)

and outputs

to converter

(read, i)

to

The security of this scheme follows from the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let `, `0 , d ∈ N. Let (enc, dec) be an (`0 , `, d)-erasure-coding scheme for alphabet
Σ and error symbol ⊥ and let ρ be the minimum fraction of blocks needed to recover the le,
11 Then the above protocol ecCheck := (ecInit, ecAudit, . . . , ecAudit) (with
i.e., let ρ = 1− d−1
`0 .
k copies of ecAudit) that chooses a random subset of size t during the audit, constructs the
auditable server-memory resource aSMRk,audit
from the authentic server-memory resource
Σ ` ,1
k
aSMRΣ,`0 , with respect to the simulator simec (described in the proof of the theorem) and the
pair (honSrv, honSrv). More specically, for all distinguishers D performing at most q audits,
∆D (honSrvS ecCheckP aSMRkΣ,`0 , honSrvS aSMRk,audit
)=0
Σ,`

and
Proof (Sketch).

∆D (ecCheckP aSMRkΣ,`0 , simSec aSMRk,audit
) ≤ q · ρt .
Σ,`
α of cells of
β := 1 − α fraction

Assume that a fraction

have been deleted such that a

the real world authentic server memory
is still available. A standard bound for

binomial coecients assures that the probability of selecting a subset of only good cells during

(β·m
|S| )
≤ β |S| . In the bad case where decoding would not be possible, i.e., if β < ρ,
m
(|S|
)
we see that for an arbitrary distinguisher D in the real setting, the probability that the audit
|S|
succeeds is no larger than ρ
.
We only prove the security condition and describe the simulator simec . It internally main0
tains a simulated real-world view on the most recent memory content of size ` by setting
the memory content of simulated location i to  on a (delete, i) instruction from the distinguisher (and updating the memory content to the last value written in case of a (restore, i)
an audit is

command. The simulator further maintains a simulated history, which is built based on the
history of the ideal resource

aSMR

as follows: upon an audit request, the appropriate num-

ber of read-instructions are added to the simulated history (for each read request to deleted
location the entry

(t, Fail, i)

is added). For each entry

world history, the simulator replaces this entry by

`0

(t, R, i)

history (for each read request to deleted location the entry

(t, W, i, Fi )

or

(t, Fail, i, Fi )

in the ideal

read instructions in its own simulated

(t, Fail, i) is added). An entry
`0 read-instructions (to all

(indicating a successful write operation) is replaced by

simulated locations) and

`0

write instructions where each write instructions writes the pair

(F̄i , ctr) consisting of one symbol of the encoded and updated version of the memory content
F together with the current counter ctr which is increased on each successful write operation.
If, after a deletion command, the number of simulated memory locations, that are equal
to



or associated with a too small counter, exceeds

d − 1,

the simulator deletes all memory

locations of the ideal resource. Similarly, after a restore-command (which restores the last
valid value stored by the client at that location), if the number of invalid memory locations
(including wrong counter values) drops below

d − 1, the simulator restores the entire memory

content of the ideal resource.
On an audit request, the simulator simulates the random locations that are probed and
evaluates if the test succeeds. If so, it allows the resource to output the right result to the
client, and otherwise it instructs the resource to output
up to the point where the following event

d − 1 locations are invalid.

BAD

happens:

reject.

The simulation is perfect

An audit succeeds when more than

The probability of distinguishing can hence be upper bounded

by the probability that event

BAD

¬BAD, the
d − 1 deletions

happens in an execution. To see this, in case

whole (logical) memory content is intact as long as there are no more than

(or invalid counter values) to the real or simulated memory content. When the client initiates

11

For example, for `0 > ` and alphabet Σ = Fq>`0 the systematic Reed-Solomon code over Σ has
d = `0 − ` + 1 and thus ρ = ``0 .
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an audit, the simulator simulates the execution on its simulated memory which has the same
distribution as in the real world and hence the probability to succeed is the same. In case of
an unsuccessful (real or simulated) audit both, the ideal and the real system output
In case the check succeeds, both resources output

reject.

and the whole memory can be

success

retrieved: either the simulator has not deleted the memory contents in this case, or, in the
real system, less than
follows.

7.2

d−1 locations are invalid such that decoding is successful. The statement
t
u

Making Secure Server-Memory Resources Auditable

We reduce the problem of auditing secure server-memory resources to the problem of estimating the corruption factor
data with replication factor

ρ. To
taudit

α. Each protocol chooses a
trep that compensates data

tolerated threshold

ρ

and stores the

loss up to the corruption threshold

make sure that all values can be retrieved with a certain probability, the protocol tests
xed locations to estimate whether the parameter

threshold

ρ.

α

has already reached the tolerated

In a rst variant, the audit is successful if none of the probed locations return

an error. In a second variant, we obtain similar results if the
a suciently accurate estimate of
threshold

ρ

α.

taudit

trials are used to obtain

The constructions are parameterized by the tolerated

and by the desired retrievablity guarantee

τ.

The values of

taudit

and

trep

depend

on both of these parameters. The dependency is roughly as follows: The stronger the desired

trep needs to be. However,
ρ is, the smaller the value of trep can be. On
threshold ρ implies a higher value of taudit .

retrievability guarantee should be, the higher the value of

the

smaller the value of the tolerated threshold

the

other hand, a smaller value of the

Assumed and constructed resource.
memory resource of size

`

The desired resource is an auditable secure server-

and with retrievability guarantee

τ.

Recall that if an audit is

successful, it means that the probability that any memory location is not accessible any more

τ . The assumed resource is a secure server-memory
` + taudit /trep whose values are determined below.

is smaller than

trep

and size

The protocol.
statAudit

resource with replication

As before, the protocol consists of the converters

(client), and honest server behavior

statSrvAudit.

statInit

(initialization),

The server behavior is equal to

the dummy behavior of the last section. So we only describe the protocol for the client. The
protocol is parameterized by

taudit .

For the sake of presentation, we do not explicitly write

it as it is clear from the context. On input

init

to

statInit,

the converter calls

init

and sets

flag ← 0. The variable Flag records whether the protocol has ever detected an error when

writing or reading to the server. If equal to one, it signals that misbehavior has been detected
and will provoke subsequent audits to reject. The ag does not inuence ordinary client read

statInit or statAudit, the converter outputs (read, i)
i or the error symbol , and outputs this returned
12 On (write, i, v) to either
value at its outer interface. In the case of an error, set flag ← 1.
statInit or statAudit, the converter outputs (write, i, v) to write the value v at location i of the
server. Again, if an error is observed, it sets flag ← 1. Finally, on input audit to converter
statAudit, the converter immediately returns reject if flag = 1. If Flag = 0 the audit is
13
executed as follows: , the converter issues trep read requests to each logical memory location
taudit
r = ` + 1, . . . , ` + trep . If and only if no read instruction returned the error symbol , then
and write requests. On

(read, i) to

either

to retrieve the value at memory location

12

13

One could relax this by introducing a tolerance tol and requiring that flag ← 1 only if more
than tol of the trep copies of a memory location failed. Our results formalize zero tolerance and
where trep is the minimal number required to obtain the desired retrievability guarantee.
From a statistical point of view, if flag = 0, we have taudit independent samples to estimate the
parameter α.
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output

success.

Otherwise, the output is

reject

and the ag is updated to

flag ← 1. 14

The security of this scheme follows from the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Let Σ be an alphabet, let `, κ, trep , taudit , d ∈ N such that d =
ρ, τ ∈ (0, 1) such that
trep >

log(τ ) − log(`)
,
log(ρ)

taudit >

taudit
trep

, and let

−κ
.
log(1 − ρ)

(2)

The above described protocol statCheck := (statInit, statAudit, . . . , statAudit) (with k copies
of statAudit) parameterized by taudit , constructs the auditable secure server-memory resource
k,t ,τ,audit
rep
sSMRΣ,`rep
from the secure server-memory resource sSMRk,t
Σ, `+d and a local memory
(which stores the variable flag), with respect to the simulator simstat (described in the proof)
and the pair (honSrv, honSrv). More specically, for all distinguishers D performing at most
q audits,
rep
∆D (honSrvS statCheckP [L, sSMRΣ, `+d
], honSrvS sSMRΣ,`rep

,τ,audit

)=0

rep
∆D (statCheckP [L, sSMRΣ, `+d
], simSstat sSMRΣ,`rep

,τ,audit

) ≤ q · 2−κ .

k,t

and

k,t

k,t

k,t

p As a numerical example, let us assume we are given a secure memory that can store one tebibyte
of data, with a certain replication factor trep , and where each element of Σ represents a block of size
16 kibibytes. This yields ` = 226 . For a security level κ = 128, τ = 2−32 , and ρ = 2−9 we would need
a replication factor of trep ≈ 6 and the total size of retrieved data during an audit is roughly 700
mebibytes. Dierent applications can adjust these parameters according to their preference in order
to trade security, storage overhead, and access time. y

Proof.

We start by describing the simulator.

simstat

internally maintains a simulated history,

which is identical to the history of the ideal resource but where for each audit request, the
appropriate number of read-requests are added. It further maintains a value
initially

0.

flag which is

(pollute, α) and (reducePollution, δ) it forwards this query to the ideal rek,t,τ,audit
source sSMRΣ,`
. On input getHist the simulator reads the history of the ideal resource
and updates its simulated history appropriately and returns it to D. If at any time, the simulated history contains an entry (k, Failed for some k , then flag is set to 1.
On input

On an audit-request, the simulator rst updates its simulated history. Then, it replies
abort to

sSMRk,t,τ,audit
Σ,`

in case

flag = 1. In case flag = 0, simstat

accesses, such that each access fails with probability

α.

outputs abort to the ideal resource to provoke a reject and internally sets
further adds the appropriate entries

(k, Failed)

and

taudit read
simstat
flag ← 1. It

simulates

In case there are failures,

(k, Access)

to its simulated history.

The remainder of the proof proceeds in two steps. First, we bound the probability that
a simulated audit succeeds (if

2−κ .

flag

= 0),

although

α

is larger than the threshold

A straightforward statistical argument shows that as long as

α < ρ

(and

ρ,

by

flag = 0),

the probability that after the audit (and before the next intrusion phase) retrieving any cell
would result in a failure is smaller than
is negligible in

τ.

Hence, the probability of an imperfect simulation

κ.

flag

We rst compute the probability that an audit is passed in case α > ρ and
= 0. let
Ptaudit
X
,
where
X
are
independently
distributed
according
to
X
∼
Bernoulli(α)
.
i
i
i
i=1

X=

Pr[X = 0] = (1 − α)taudit ≤ (1 − ρ)taudit ≤ 2−κ ,
−κ
. We conclude that except with negligible
> log(1−ρ)
α < ρ.

where we used the assumption that taudit
probability, the audit only succeeds if

14

One could again introduce a tolerance tol and require that flag ← 1 only if more than tol samples
returned an error. Our results formalize zero tolerance and taudit is the minimal number of samples
required to get a suciently accurate estimate of α.
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Assuming
that

flag

α < ρ, we prove that the
= 0) is smaller than τ for
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probability that any value is not recoverable (given
the choices in Equation 2. Again, each read request

would fail independently with probability

α.

Using Bernoulli's inequality, we get

1 − (1 − αtrep )` ≤ 1 − (1 − ρtrep )` ≤ 1 − (1 − `ρtrep ) = ` · ρtrep ,
and by the theorem assumption

` · ρtrep ≤ ` · ρ

trep >

log(τ )−log(`)
log(ρ)

log(τ )−log(`)
, we immediately have
log(ρ)
log(τ )

= ` · ρ log(ρ) · ρ

log(−`)
log(ρ)

= ` · τ · `−1 = τ.
t
u

This concludes the proof.

Auditing via a direct estimate of α.
a direct estimation of the parameter

α.

We can replace the audit of protocol

In case that the estimation

ᾱ

statCheck

by

is suciently accurate,

ρ
ρ
2 with very high probability, verifying that ᾱ < 2 is sucient to obtain the desired
retrievability guarantee and the audit returns success. The audit itself consists of obtaining
say up to

taudit

independent samples via read-requests to the

d

extra locations of the secure server-

memory resource. In case it is not possible to obtain that many samples, for example because
certain locations failed during the last audit and would therefore output
instead of

α, the audit returns reject. If taudit



with probability

samples can be obtained, let

ne

1

be the number

ne
. From the Cherno-Hoeding
ᾱ ← taudit
2+θ
2
bound, we get that for arbitrary θ, δ ∈ (0, 1), if taudit >
·
log(
θ2
δ ) independent samples of a
Bernoulli distribution with parameter α are obtained, the probability that ᾱ ∈ [α − θ, α + θ]
ρ
−κ
is at least 1 − δ . Hence, setting θ <
, we get an analogous result to the one
2 and δ ≤ 2
above, but in general with higher values for taudit .
of errors that occurred and dene the estimate

On composing the previous modular steps.

It is instructive to wrap up the results until

this point: We have shown how to construct an auditable secure server-memory resource from
a secure server-memory resource by estimating the failure probability

α. In Sect. 5.3, we have

shown how to construct a secure server-memory resource from an authentic and condential
server-memory resource, which itself can be constructed from an insecure server-memory as
shown in Sect. 5.1 and Sect. 5.2. We can invoke the composition theorem of constructive
cryptography to conclude that the composition of all protocols constructs an auditable secure
server-memory resource from an insecure one (and local storage). The composed protocol
has strong security guarantees and is robust against an arbitrary number of failures and is
comparable to existing schemes in terms of access times to read and write single data blocks.
However, the gained security comes at the price of a theoretically larger server-side memory
consumption due to replication, and higher audit times.

7.3

Revisiting the Hash-Based Challenge-Response Approach

Our model allows to formalize the security guarantees of a very simple hash-based challengeresponse protocol that is often given as an introductory example to proofs of retrievability,
but, to the best of our knowledge, lacks a formal security statement in other models. In a
nutshell, the retrievability test asks the server to deliver the correct hash value of the (current)
storage content concatenated with a uniform random challenge provided (and precomputed)
by the client. The intuitive security claim is that the server cannot have modied or deleted the
content before answering the challenge. For the sake of concreteness, we consider the setting
where one client stores a single le

F

(modeled as a sequence of bits in this paragraph) on an

insecure server memory and would like to audit this le at a later point in time. We assume

H : {0, 1}∗ 7→ {0, 1}r
bitstrings x and y .

an (ideal) hash function, i.e., a random oracle,
of [7] and denote by

x||y

the concatenation of

following the notation
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W

W

C0

W

enhanced SMR

C0

SMR

C0

SMR

S

C1

C1

C1

C0

(eval, s)

(eval, s)

H

(eval, s)

S

H(s)

C1

SMR

S
C1

xi . . . xj

(eval, xi ...xj )

..
.
(eval, s)

j

i

C0

(eval, s)

(eval, i, j)

H

S

H(xi ...xj )

S

xi . . . xj

j

i

C0

enhanced SMR

C1

(eval2 , s)

h1

(eval1 , i, j)
h1 (xi ...xj )

(eval1 , s)

h2

(eval2 , i, j) S
h2 (xi ...xj )

(eval1 , s)

(eval2 , s)

Real system with unrestricted server access to the random oracle. The challengeresponse protocol, executed in this setting, is not secure. Center: Real system with restricted server
access. Under this stronger assumption, the challenge-response protocol is secure. Right: Real system
with restricted access to two ideal compression functions. In this setting, the challenge-response
protocol, where the hash is computed using a secure iterated construction like NMAC, is not secure
in general.

Fig. 17. Left:

Assumed and constructed resource.

We assume a random oracle,

which is made available to the parties by means of a resource
client and one for the server: On input

(eval, x)

H

H : {0, 1}∗ 7→ {0, 1}r ,

that has an interface for the

at any of its interfaces

H

returns

H(x)

at

the same interface. We further assume a small local storage and a communication channel
between client and server, which we denote by
interfaces

C1

and

S,

Ch.

Formally,

Ch

is a system with the two

such that whatever is input at one interface is output at the other

interface. We refer to [43,17] for a possible channel formalization. Last but not least, we
assume an ordinary insecure memory resource

c. The desired
SMR1,audit
Σ,` .

size of the challenge
memory resource

The protocol.

SMR1Σ,`+κ , where Σ = {0, 1} and κ being the

functionality we want to achieve is the auditable insecure

We now describe the protocol in more detail: As usual, we specify an initial-

hashInit, a client converter hashAudit, and the protocol for the honest server
srvHash. On input init to hashInit, the converter simply calls init of its connected
resource. On (write, 1, F ) to either hashInit or hashAudit, where F is an `-bitstring, the conκ
verter writes F to the server storage. It then chooses a uniform random challenge c ∈ {0, 1}
and computes y ← H(F ||c) and stores c and y in the local storage. On (read, 1) to either
hashInit or hashAudit, the converter retrieves the content of the memory and outputs the rst
` bits of the received content. Finally, on a query (audit) to converter hashAudit, if there is
a challenge stored in local memory, the protocol writes c to the server memory at locations
` + 1 . . . ` + κ and sends a notication auditReq to the server via the bidirectional channel. On
0
receiving a response y on that channel from the server, the client protocol outputs success
0
if and only if y = y . In any case, the challenge c is deleted from the local storage. The
ization converter
behavior

15 Finally, the server protocol

next audit is only possible after executing a new write-query.

srvHash, upon receiving an audit-request, simply evaluates H on the current memory contents
and sends the result to the client via the bidirectional channel.

Insecurity of the approach.

Unfortunately, the security of the hash-based challenge-

response protocol above does not follow solely based on the random oracle assumption. The
proof of this follows closely the intuition that in a composable security framework, the environment knows the content of the server-memory resource. Hence, if the random oracle can
be queried by the distinguisher on an arbitrary input, i.e., not restricted to the actual value
stored in the server memory, it can always be queried on the correct input, irrespective of the
actual content of the server-memory resource. This is formalized in the following lemma.

15

We assume that the client protocol rejects an audit if no challenge is stored in local memory. Note
that one could of course prepare more challenges.
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Lemma 2. Let `, `0 , κ, r ∈ N, with `0 = ` + κ, let Σ := {0, 1}, and let H be a random oracle
(with one interface for the client and one for the server). Then, the protocol above (specied
by the converters hashInit, hashAudit, srvHash) does not provide a secure proof of storage. More
specically, there is a distinguishing strategy such that for any simulator sim it holds that
) = 1.
∆D (hashInitC0 hashAuditC1 [L, Ch, SMR1Σ,`0 , H], simS SMR1,audit
Σ ` ,1

Proof.

To prove the statement, we describe the random experiment between a particular

T, which either corresponds to the real system with the
hashInitC0 hashAuditC1 [L, Ch, SMR1Σ,`0 , H] or to the ideal system with
1,audit
S
the simulator attached, i.e., sim SMR `
. First, D inputs init at interface C0 and queries,
Σ ,1
`
for some arbitrary le F 6= 0 , (write, 1, F ) and inputs initComplete at interface C0 . As the
next step, D inputs startWriteMode at interface W and subsequently instructs the resource
to delete the le by storing the all-zero string via queries (write, i, 0) for all locations i ∈ [`]
at interface SI and nally inputs stopWriteMode at interface W. D then inputs audit at
16 D then queries H on input F ||c to receive the value y
interface C1 to receive a challenge c.
0
and sends y0 back to the client. As the last step the client retrieves the actual storage content
0
by querying (read, 1) at interface C1 . Let the returned le be F . Finally, the distinguisher
0
outputs 1 if and only if the audit is successful and F is the all-zero bitstring. It is obvious
that if D is querying the real system (with the protocol), then its output is 1 with certainty.
0
However, in the ideal system, if the server memory content when the audit start is F 6= F ,

distinguisher

D

and the system

protocols attached, i.e.,

then the ideal audit, by denition cannot be successful, irrespective of the simulator's actions.
The distinguisher outputs

1

with probability zero in that case. The statement follows.

Security under stronger assumptions.

t
u

In this paragraph, we show that the additional

assumption we have to make in order for the scheme to be secure, is to restrict adversarial
random oracle evaluations by allowing inputs from the server storage only. In particular, the

(eval, i, j), i ≤ j , and to obtain
H(M[i]|| . . . ||M[j]) as opposed to receiving hash values for arbitrary bitstrings.

server is only allowed to query the random oracle via calls
the hash value

See also Fig. 17.
To turn this intuition into a formal statement, we consider the following functionality

SMRkH,Σ,`

which basically behaves like

SMRkΣ,` ,

but with two additional capabilities: Each

client interface can, aside of ordinary read- and write-request, query
the resource provides

H(x)

(eval, x)

upon which

as output. Second, the server gets access to the random oracle

via its interface, and is restricted to submit queries of the form
the resource returns the result of

H(M[i]|| . . . ||M[j])

(eval, i, j)

with

i ≤ j,

and

to the server. We prove the following

theorem.

Theorem 7. Let `, `0 , κ, n ∈ N, with `0 = ` + κ, let Σ := {0, 1}, and let H denote a hash
function modeled as a random oracle. The above described protocol (hashInit, hashAudit) constructs the auditable server-memory resource SMR1,audit
from the server-memory resource
Σ ` ,1
1
SMRH,Σ,`0 , a local memory (of constant size), and a channel, with respect to the simulator simhash (described in the proof) and the pair (srvHash, honSrv). More specically, for all
distinguishers D asking at most q queries
∆D (hashInitC0 hashAuditC1 srvHashS [L, Ch, SMR1H,Σ,`0 ], honSrvS SMR1,audit
)=0
Σ ` ,1

and

∆D (hashInitC0 hashAuditC1 [L, Ch, SMR1H,Σ,`0 ], simShash SMR1,audit
)
Σ ` ,1
≤ q · 2−κ + 2−r .

Proof (Sketch).

Since it is obvious that when the server is honest, the audit succeeds, we

directly proceed to prove the security of the construction. We rst describe the straightforward
simulation. On any query by the distinguisher to read or write directly into the storage

16

We assume that in both worlds a challenge is output as otherwise distinguishing is trivial.
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via server interface

SI ,

the simulator simply forwards this request to

distinguisher inputs the query

(eval, i, j)

for

1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ ` + κ,

SMR1,audit
.
Σ ` ,1

If the

the simulator computes

s ← M0 [i]|| . . . ||M0 [j], and if there is no internally stored pair (s, y) for this
y  {0, 1}r and store (s, y) internally for future reference. Finally, output y

the string

string,

choose

as the

(simulated) random oracle output to the distinguisher.
Last but not least, when the client starts the rst audit for the most recent uploaded
le (note that by denition such a requests occurs only in a phase where no intruder is
active), the simulator internally chooses a challenge

c  {0, 1}κ . Then, the simulator retrieves

F

was written to the storage and denes

the history of the resource to check which le

s ← F ||c1 || . . . ||cκ and checks whether there is a recorded pair (s, y). Only if none is recorded,
r
0
chooses y0  {0, 1} and store the pair (s, y0 ). Finally, simhash stores c at locations M [` + 1]
0
to M [` + κ] of its simulated memory. After this, it outputs the notication auditReq to the
distingusiher (as coming from the bidirectional channel). If the distinguisher's response to
this audit request equals

SMR1,audit
.
Σ ` ,1

y0 ,

then the simulator outputs

allow

and otherwise output

abort

to

We now consider the an execution of a distinguisher with either the real system or the
ideal system. On an audit-request by the client, which happens only in a phase where the
distinguisher is not allowed to write to the server-memory resource, the client reveals the
challenge

c

by writing it into the server storage. Let us denote the current server storage at

R. We observe that the server is only capable of evaluating the random oracle
R||c or on F ||c by restoring the original memory cell. Hence, assume that the distinguisher
does not restore and the memory content is R 6= F . Hence, in both worlds, the distinguisher
does not learn receive the value y0 = H(F ||c) at this point. In particular, the probability
of guessing the correct hash output given that D has never evaluated the random oracle on
s = F ||c is 2−r . Furthermore, the probability that the distinguisher has ever evaluated the
−κ
random oracle on F ||c before the audit was initiated, is no larger than q · 2
. We observe
this point as
on

that if none of these two events occur, then the real and ideal systems behave identically.
Indeed, a retrievability check is passed in both worlds if and only if the memory content is the
original le

F

and the distinguisher sends the correct hash value

y0 = H(F ||c)

to the client.

t
u

The statement follows.

On replacing the monolithic random oracle.

We consider iterated constructions of

H : {0, 1}∗ 7→ {0, 1}r from ideal compression functions h1 : {0, 1}κ ×{0, 1}n 7→
n
{0, 1} and h2 : {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1}r (n, r, κ > 0) from [22]. We formally show that in our setting,

random oracles

the fact that an iterated construction realizes a random oracle does not imply that the iterated
construction realizes resource

SMR1H,Σ,`0

from resource

SMR1h1 ,h2 ,Σ,` . In other words, even if

the server access to the functions is restricted as required above by Theorem 7 and illustrated
in Fig. 17, their applicability is not generally safe in the context of audits. This observation
meets our intuition and has already been observed in [51]. The intuitive reason why it fails
is that certain constructions (like NMAC) allow the server to compute a result in multiple
stages, such that he can store an intermediate result, ignore the original memory, and still
compute the correct hash value.
For simplicity, we focus on the NMAC construction that was shown to securely realize

H from two ideal compression functions h1 and h2 [22]. The input is a le
F = (F1 ||F2 || . . . ||F` ) of ` = κ · l bits, let us denote the ith block (having κ bits) as F i . Let
y0 ← 0n be the initial block.17 . Compute for each block i from 1 to l, yi ← h1 (F i , yi−1 ).
Finally, compute and return Y ← h2 (yl ) as H(F ). Let nmaccli be the client converter that
a random oracle

simply relays all queries and responses not concerning the random oracle evaluations and
on input

(eval, x)

at its outer interface, computes the hash value according to the NMAC

construction above. Similarly, the honest server converter

nmacsrv

simply relays all queries

and responses not concerning the random oracle evaluations and on input

17

(eval, i, j)

at the

We assume this initial value to be prepended to F such that the computation formally gets F 0 =
0n ||F as the only input. This is only a syntactic simplication
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outer interface evaluates the NMAC construction using the appropriate instructions to the
resource.

Lemma 3. Let `, n, r, κ > 0 be integers such that ` > n + κ, and let Σ := {0, 1}. Let H
denote a random oracle and h1 and h2 be ideal compression functions as introduced above.
Then, the client protocol (nmaccli , nmaccli ) described above does not construct the system
SMR1H,Σ,` from system SMR1h1 ,h2 ,Σ,` if the server is possibly dishonest. In particular, there
is a distinguishing strategy such that for any simulator sim, making at most q random oracle
queries, it holds that
∆D (nmacC0 nmacC1 SMR1h1 ,h2 ,Σ,` , simS SMR1H,Σ,` ) ≥ 1 − q · 2−κ − 2−r .

Proof (Sketch).

D that interacts either with the ideal world
SMR1h1 ,h2 ,Σ,` . The distinguisher rst chooses a uniform
random bitstring s of length ` − 1 and stores F := s||1 in the memory and pre-computes
y := H(F, c) for a uniformly random challenge c (of length κ) via an input (eval, F ||c) at
interface C1 . A a second step, D performs the rst stage of the NMAC computation using
the interface S: having obtained yi−1 , D writes this value back to an appropriate location,
say j , of the server storage and queries (eval1 , j, j + κ + n) to receive the intermediate value
yi and proceeds to until obtaining y` . Finally, D sets the server memory to yl ||0`−n via a
write-command at the server interface and then issues stopWriteMode at interface W which
disallows adversarial write-access at interface S. Next, D writes the challenge c to the server
storage via the client interface C1 and completes the evaluation of NMAC by computing
y 0 ← h2 (h1 (1, . . . , n||c)) by appropriate evaluation queries at the server interface. To decide
on its output bit, D reads the current content R of the memory at interface C and decides
`−n−κ
0
on 1 if and only if R = yl ||c||0
and y = y .
If D is connected to the real system then, by design of the experiment, the probability
0
`−n−κ
that y = y and R 6= F is 1. The reason is that the memory content yl ||c||0
, is sucient
to compute the correct hash value H(F ||c).
0
If D is connected to the ideal system, the probability that y = y and R 6= F is signicantly
smaller and is based on the observation that the simulator can only compute H(F ||c) with
non-negligible probability if it can evaluate the storage its random oracle on input F ||c which
has to reside in memory. By the time the simulator learns c, he has already lost his write0
access to the resource. Hence, the probability of y = y given that the storage content in the
−κ
end of the experiment is R 6= F ||c is upper bounded by q · 2
+ ·2−r .
t
u

simS SMRH

We describe a distinguisher

or with the real world
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Further Details of Section 1

This rst section of the supplementary material provides more details on the traditional
security denition of Proofs of Retrievability (PoR).

A.1

Traditional PoR Game

Below we sketch the traditional retrievability game. The game involves the (malicious) server

S̄ ,

the extractor

E,

and the challenger and is dened as follows:

Retrievability Game

ExtGameS̄,E (ν, p)

1.) S̄ outputs a valid protocol sequence P := (op0 , op1 , . . . , opq ), i.e., a sequence of
invocations where op0 = init(1ν , Σ, n) and, for j > 0, opj ∈ {read(i), write(i, vi ), audit} with
i ∈ [n] and vi ∈ Σ . We denote by M the correct memory content after an ideal execution
of the sequence P .
2.) The challenger creates an instance of an honest client C and executes the whole sequence
P between C and S̄ . After the execution, let Cfin and S̄fin denote the state of the client
and server (including its random coins), respectively. We dene the following probability
over the random coins of the client during the audit:
h
i

audit
Succ S̄fin := Pr S̄fin ←→ Cfin V accept

3.) Run M 0 ← E S̄fin (Cfin , 1n , 1p ), where the extractor gets black-box rewinding access to the
server strategy
 and in addition a description of the client strategy.
4.) If Succ S̄fin ≥ p1 but M 0 6= M , then output 1 (the server wins the game). Otherwise,
output 0.
Fig. 18.

B

One version of the traditional retrievability game.

Further Details of Section 2

This section contains the details skipped in the preliminaries and provides more information
on the type of resources we use in this work.

B.1

Discrete Resources and the World Interface

This section is to recap and to provide more background regarding resources, constructions
and the roles of the world and attacker interfaces.

Discrete systems and interfaces.

We model all resources in these work as reactive discrete

systems that can be queried by their environment: each interaction consists of an input from
the environment and an output that is given by the resource as a response. In general, the
same resource may be accessible to multiple parties, for example a communication channel
that allows a sender to write a message and a receiver to read it. In that case, we assign inputs
to certain

interfaces

that correspond to the parties: the sender's interface allows to write a

message to the channel, and the receiver's interface allows to read what is in the channel.
More generally, an interface does not necessarily correspond to one specic particular role in a
cryptographic protocol: in a security statement, a single party can be given access to multiple
interfaces of a resource. In the construction statements, (protocol) converters are attached to
the parties' interfaces in the real world, whereas the environment is given direct access in the
ideal world. This formalizes that the protocol, a tuple of (protocol) converters, is supposed
to implement the same interfaces for the honest parties as the ideal/desired resource.

Composable and Robust Outsourced Storage

The attacker interface and the world interface.
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There are two interfaces that serve

dierent, specic purposes. The rst such interface, usually referred to as the dishonest (or
possibly dishonest) interface, models the capabilities that a resource may allow to a potential
attacker. In the construction statements, a (simulator) converter is attached to this interface
in the ideal world, whereas the environment is given direct access in the real world. This
formalizes that the constructed resource (together with the simulator) allows the same capabilities to the attacker as the assumed resource with the protocol or, in other words, that the
protocol restricts the attacker as specied by the constructed/desired resource. The second
special interface is referred to as the world or environment interface, and models that the
resource may be aected by its environment in ways we do not want to make explicit in the
resource description. As such, the environment interface also allows to abstract from certain
technical details by delegating them to the environment. In the construction statements, this
means that the world interface is directly accessible in both the real world and the ideal
world: The construction is valid independently of what happens at the world interface.
To give one more example, the dierence between specifying capabilities at the attacker's
and the world interface can also be illustrated when modeling communication: If a certain
capability, such as the decision to deliver or drop a message from a sender to a receiver, is
provided at the attacker's interface both in the real world and in the ideal world, then the
simulator in the ideal world can always make use of the capability of dropping the message,
even if the distinguisher's behavior corresponds to delivering the message in the real world.
This means that the scheme does not have to guarantee that the receiver output the message;
in particular, both the receiver's protocol and the simulator may drop messages. In contrast,
if the capability is provided at the world interface, then the message will indeed be delivered
in the ideal world, since that is exactly what is specied in the resource. Consequently,
the protocol in the real world has to provide the message to the receiver as well, because
otherwise the two settings were distinguishable.

Uses of the world interface.
by

W

In the context of this work, the world interface is denoted

and allows to decide when a server is allowed to overwrite the client's data. Along

the same lines as the above example, this means that we can enforce that a protocol must
guarantee that detecting certain errors within the server memory does not imply that the
entire memory is considered as deleted. This way, we are guaranteed that a protocol stays
operational for the faultless part of the server memory. Furthermore, we can explicitly model
when the resource is under attack.
The world interface, which is introduced and described in more detail by Gaºi

et al. [29],

is a more general concept that applies to more situations than the one described above:
One example is to model global resources that can be used in multiple dierent protocols
as in Generalized UC [18]. Generally, the world interface is instrumental whenever certain
conditions have to be kept synchronized between the real world and the ideal world, such
as in security statements involving adaptive corruption or protocol resources that may fail
and are, e.g., made redundant to be more resilient [29].

